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Hi and welcome to the new issue of Phoenix Rising. This
issue we have some exciting articles for you to read and
some new subject areas that we felt you would like. The
first is the section Letters to the editor. Here you can send
us your letters and comments and we will reply to them in
the magazine.
The Phoenix Rising magazine is now published BiMonthly and we are now available online as an electronic
download and subscriptions for the paper version of the magazine can be done through both our own website as well as other good magazine subscription services. If we are not in one you find then please let them
know about us as well as ourselves so we can make the magazine available.
We have a new regular article writer on some of the Aboriginal mythology and spiritual beliefs as well as
stories that have been told over the centuries.
We hope you enjoy this issue and keep watching and reading for new additions along the way!
A new concept on the Ka-lei energy alignment shall also be starting a new section on how to orientate furniture in your house as well as diagrams on the best way to Ka-lei your house this is definitely one not to
be missed as trials in Houston Texas showed remarkable changes once the houses were re-orientated. Best
to read the articles as they appear for more.
We are always looking for new articles and ideas that you can use so if you know something we might be
interested in then just pop us a message to our email. contact@rajon.com
Drjohn and Rachel Sherwood Editors/managers

Here we will present your letters to us and any replies we have.
Mrs Watkins of Boulder Colorado USA asks:
I recently read your wonderful magazine and was wondering if you will be discussing power sites of energy around the planet and what they mean as I found your article on the Vortex energy to be very fascinating and would love to hear your comments on these energy points on our planet that many people speak of
but do not say much else..
Editor:
We will be covering that subject in a future issue.

THE LIFE AND TIMES OF A BUBBLE
It drifts and we know not where
It lives such a short life and we do not care
But one day it brings joy
And we know that a young boy
Will one day see the new one deploy!
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The ancient mythological way of looking at numbers

n ancient times various
numbers held power relative to
what the belief was at the time.
However the priests of old knew
that certain numbers held secrets
that only they knew how to apply. Numbers used in a measuring capacity had a way of depicting the universe differently
from what we see today. For example, to calculate the energy
signature of any geometric shape
they would use a principle of
singular reduction by way of
taking any dual number and adding it into itself such as 13 became 4 or 29 became 2.
1+3=4, or 2+9=11= 1+1=2.
It not only kept things simpler
but it also had a weird way of
working out in strange ways.
Well strange to us but not to
them!
As an example take 29 and divide it by 12 and you get
2.4166666 now take 2 and divide it by 12 and you get
0.166666 or lets try the first example above in taking the 13
and divide it by 12 and you get
1.083333 and then do 4 divided
by 12 and you get .33333.
This result only provides 3 types
of answers in that each type of
energy is represented by the ending type or .3333, .6666 or intergers as .25, .50 etc.
In ancient times each number

therefore had an energy signature associated with it.
Within a 3 dimensional world
there are three types of energies
so they are represented by the
three types of numbers shown
above.
The priests knew that if those
numbers were to be applied to
any situation it would tell them
what energy type was present as
to the results that could be obtained.
The same principle applied to
names in that they chose names
that were harmonized through
the use of this same numbered
principle by converting the letters into numbers.
They also knew the principle
could be applied to architectural
design as well as choosing
names so that individuals would
be energetically harmonized for
whatever purpose.
These principles were forgotten
over time and only now are
starting to resurface. We have to
remember that it is very important to be more in harmony with
the universe if we truly want to
be an integral part of it in a more
harmonious way.
The ancient priests also knew
that in order to be in control of
ones environment numbers
played an integral part in how
this was to be done.
For instance one =655 which reduces to 7 which = .583333.
Now take the 655 and divide by

12 = 54.58333 so here we see
the same type but a larger range
due to the first 2 numbers 54.
The 54 represents a range of
compatible numbers that can
form a vortex or energy sequence which was used in sacred
chants. This example gives us
insight into how these chants
may have worked.
Complex ? Yes! But and in the
last example we see the number
level or sequence. (In other
words the energy tone for this
side of the vortex was on the
54th level. There were others
above and below but this particular one required the tone on
that level. Then the other side
had to be calculated so another
word was created using the sacred number sequence by converting the word into number
and repeating the process so as
to obtain 2 in the sequence. Only
then could it be applied.
If you would like your own sacred number report . … .
Just send us your name, birth
date and mailing address
along with payment of
$50 aud to:
Dr J Sherwood
P O Box 889
Helensvale
Queensland. 4212.
Australia.

SECRETS
There are many hidden secrets
at the Giza Plateau in Egypt
near Cairo and many of them
are unknown.

A

fter many years of careful research
both on the ground and at his office in Australia Dr Sherwood has uncovered
many of these secrets and we are sharing a
few of them here with you over the next few
issues of the magazine.
Did you know for instance that the pyramid
has actually eight sides and not four! If you
look at the photo above you can see that one
part of the face visible is in shadow while the
other half of the side is visible. This means
that the pyramid is actually concave on four
sides like a dish almost. This acts like a buttress so the pyramid is actually made up of 4
buttress shapes which angle in on themselves
thus able to carry the immense pressure and so
the grand gallery is also using the same feature as it leans in on itself.
But there is also another reason for the pyramid having eight sides!
Helix energy is associated with a form of energy that requires two groups of four pairs.
The way this works is each energy harmonic
or tone it has a compatible tone on the other
side of the field which in turn has to be compatible with another tone that is not compatible with the first. After 8 bounces if you like
back and forth it ends up at the beginning
again. The easiest way to explain this is if we
take a ball and using angled surfaces 8 times
angle so the ball bounces on the same spot it

AT GIZA
started on. The shape if it was traced would be a helix
form. If we imagine that a helix form is like a figure 8
then each loop of the helix has 4 tones or 2 pairs one opposite the other 2 at the top 4 in the middle and two at
the bottom which are part of the first 2.
The helix we see is a result of the tones bouncing off
each other thus forming the shape of the helix!
As each side of the pyramid has 2 sides 4x2=8.
Now if each dimension has its own helix and we live in a
3 dimensional world then it would mean that each pyramid would have to have different scales or tones to work
on an energy field that was 3d orientated.
Now because the sides are shaped like dishes it would
therefore make them emit like a dish or satellite dish to
broadcast that energy into another system like the energetic grid network that surrounds the planet and that each
of us has within our bodies. This would also mean that
the dna would have to be sequenced to match that system
and it does. We also know that this system can be made
transportable for use outside of our own planet so space
travel would become possible.
We have found over many years of research that as you
change the shape of the pyramid that is change its side
angles it changes in what it does. So far we have around
20 variations that we know of.

As for all the science and knowledge of this,
where did it come from, obviously the ancient
Egyptians had no insight into all the aspects of energy dynamics and space flight so that would mean
an external source was involved.
Evidence of extraterrestrial contact came to light
back in early 1990 when Dr Sherwood boarded a
flight from New York City USA to a conference
on UFO’s in Cairo. This tale will be in the next issue.
Meanwhile further evidence surfaced that the ancients knew a part of science that we have for some
reason not focused upon and
that is the geomagnetic principle of hermetic
geometry and energy dynamics
from geometric
shape.
This meant an understanding of the dynamic laws of shape and design in any structure and its potential to harness the
energy that exists throughout the universe. Many
even today cannot grasp the immensity of the concept as it involves the study of energy with a given
geometric shape thus giving one the ability to
study how each shape forms its own dynamic energy field through a process of enhancement. The
principle of how it does that is the area currently
under study with us and to date we have found that
each individual shape investigated has some startling effects but it does not end there, early signs
have shown also that each design is connected to
our genetic makeup and that there is a correlation
between this and helix energy. A pattern forms at
the base of any helix due to the combination of
harmonic tones and energies that form from those
tones and that this geometric shape is at the base of
the helix. The reason it is at the base is that the helix is the result of the geometric shapes creation.
The pyramids in Egypt therefore come under this
category as they too have a helix emission being
created from their shape, we just cannot see it due
to the wave lengths being used by the helix itself.
However we do have the ability to hear it which
proves it exists. This however can only be done
from the pyramids base so that means the helix
creation is originating from that position for to affect the helix you have to make contact with it at

its source.
This we have done and it is extremely location specific down to a matter of inches in position. Produce
a specific sound wave at that location and you can
hear the helix spinning due to the effects it has on
that specific sound produced at that point.
Remember that even though the casing stones are no
longer present makes no difference whatsoever as
the overall shape of the structure is what creates this
helix.
We have to remember here too that even though the
local Egyptians were the best record keepers around
there is no evidence in any hieroglyphic form or
otherwise that states or depicts that the early Egyptians built these structures. Many want to believe
they did but it is more probable that the early Egyptians found them there. The ‘People of the Sea’ who
were the early settlers came ashore
and these magnificent structures
were still in place
and had been for
thousands of years
before.
For instance the
scalloped edging that can be seen on the stones in
the image above of what remains of the surround
casing stones from the Cheops pyramid in Egypt is a
distinctive style and can be found in one other place
in specific that is significant for dating purposes and
that is at the rear of Abydos on the large stone
blocks of the early temple below the Egyptian one.
Again those blocks of Aswan granite have no hieroglyphs on them and even though some found on
other sandstone blocks there are none on the scalloped ones. There are many examples of advanced
engineering modelling in the design parameters of
the construction techniques used in building the 3
pyramids at Giza. For instance the term Knbt ‘To
make the angle’ = to extract the square root. Indicates that the ancient Egyptians were familiar with
the calculations for the extraction of the square root.
Next issue we will present some startling facts about
how they knew how to not only square the circle but
also the secret of geomagnetic energy principles
which even many do not know about today!

Extract from “Andrea One - Assignment” By Jonathan Sherwood
Meanwhile, on board Andrea1, Shontar is pacing the main control centre of the most modern ship in the
Andrean fleet.
Andrea1 is colossal in size. Measuring over 2,000 kilometres in length, this craft is literally a floating city.
She carries over 325,000 in crew, each a specialist in his or her field. Her weapons system is second to
none, and the scientific research facilities on board could rival most in the galaxy. All except the main
laboratory back on Andreas. She is completely self-supporting and there is no limit to either her power
supply or her ability to stay in space indefinitely.
He turns to the main console and studies one of the monitors, which displays the current readouts on the
disturbance.
Suddenly, and without warning, the huge ship shudders to an unseen force and alarms begin ringing. Shontar turns to the main screen to see a ripple of blue energy pass over the ship.
“Raise force fields and stabilise gravity belts,” he commands.
Shontar has been through many a conflict in his travels, but he has never encountered anything as destructive as this. The ship shudders to an unseen hand and he reaches for the handrail and calls for more power
to the engines.
“Give me a damage report!” he calls to his second in command.
Eros turns, and calls “The main forward shield is disrupting and collapsing back upon itself sir. We cannot
increase power to it any more.”
“Give us distance between the area and ourselves, quickly!” Shontar moves over to the main damage
monitors and observes the field readouts on the molecular hull density in the forward area. The readout
shows a harmonic deterioration in the gold valibdinum plates of the outer shell.
“Tyree?” he calls. The engineering commander looks across in astonishment for the ship is showing signs
of disintegration.
“This cannot be happening sir!” he exclaims.
“The monitors show a major disruption in the forward area. The hull is made of the heaviest metal known
to us, yet it falls apart like water vapour.” He hurriedly moves his hands over his console, making adjustments to the energy fields of the forward energisers.
The great ship shudders again and slowly begins to make distance between itself and the space distortion.
On the main screen, the scene shows a drop in the size of the energy wave as they move away, until all is
quiet once more.
“I want a full report on damage in one solar second of time,” shouts Shontar.
The crew jump at his command. All through the ship, personnel are rushing to make repairs.
Shontar breathes a sigh of relief. He is not easily disturbed but, in this case, he is breathing heavily, yet he
remains mentally calm.
All of 6’8 in height, he is well respected by all who serve under him. He has earned the respect of both the
crew and the Andrean Council from prior engagements. He has no hair on his head, which is large and
round. He stands firm and solid, with eyes of steel. He is dressed in the uniform of a commander of the
Andrean High Command a rank earned years ago, in a conflict with the races in the Orion delta in a nearby
galaxy.
Eros approaches him with a look of concern.
“We lost 340 members of the crew, the ship is damaged and we will have to return to the docking planet of
Andreas5 for repairs sir.” His statement is brief and precise. Shontar looks blankly at him and looks at the
rest of the command crew, who are all busy communicating with other areas of the ship.
“Huyt!” he calls. Huyt is the commanding scientific analyst aboard Andrea1.
“Yes sir?” Huyt replies.
“What are the chances of staying on station here in this location without any further risk to either the ship
or its personnel and finding a way of holding the disruption going on out there at bay long enough to find a
more permanent solution?” (Continues on page 29!)
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Ka-Lei House Orientation
With Rachel Sherwood

In our last issue we introduced you to the Ka-Lei principle and the many facets of it. This
sequence of articles will cover the Ka-Lei house orientation which is similar to Feng Shui
yet much older and more precise. For those of you who are just joining us the Ka-Lei House
Orientation is an ancient process to harmonize your house so that you are living in a healthy
and positively energetic environment with no adverse effects. The Ka-Lei house orientation
process has been applied with very successful results, and has proven to be very popular in
the United States where it was applied in Houston, Texas. Those who have experienced that
process have had remarkable responses from the technique and the book on the process is
being eagerly awaited.
This is the first in our Ka-Lei house orientation
series, through this series we will take you step by
step through the process to enable you to Ka-Lei
your own living environment. We will start by
giving you an overview of the areas we will be
covering to give you an idea of the totality of the
subject.
The Ka-Lei process starts with locating the northern magnetic energy flow of the planet with a
compass and then marking its direction in relation
to your house. The basics of the technique is to
maximize your exposure to this energy flow to
gain maximum benefit from it. It is viewed like a
river flowing from north to south supplying beneficial energy to everything in its path. However
there are many things that can obstruct the flow of
the river, such as metal, electrical energy, even
shapes and structures. Yet there are ways of counteracting the obstructions through creative energetic solutions such as water and the use of crystals strategically positioned and harmonized for
maximum effect, or simply repositioning certain
items to a more favourable less obstructive location.
We will be looking at house plans and architectural design in relation to how structures are positioned in relation to the northern flow and how
the energy reacts and deviates according to different designs and placement. Through this knowledge new designs can be built in their most beneficial position as well as learning beneficial layouts for rooms and garages and appliances. Exist-

ing layouts can learn their pros and cons and effective solutions to any problem areas.
We will cover the four directions and what works
best where and why. How to lay out your furniture to
its best advantage as well as your electrical appliances. We will advise on sleeping and sitting positions, even positioning of mirrors and how their influence changes depending on which directional wall
they are placed on. We will also cover colours and
artwork placed on walls and their influence, as well
as ornaments, dvd’s, and book placement.
We will even give you tips on how to improve the
energy dynamics of any individual room with simple
low cost solutions of altering its internal structure.
Another area that is unique to the Ka-Lei house orientation process is the technique that shows you how
to eliminate any past influences from the house from
previous owner or tenant or even builder, and then
energise the house to your own unique energy signature. This amazing application allows you to keep
your home clear from the influences of others who
may visit your home from time to time, it creates an
energy screening on each of the doors so that all adverse energies are left outside the door. We have had
some really interesting responses and stories from
this technique which we will also include for you to
read!
The process is immense, there is much more that has
not even been mentioned here that we look forward
to sharing with you through this on going column.

Vortex Theory

With Dr. Jon Sherwood

What is a vortex? How does it work?

I

n the previous issue we discussed the vortex principle but now we shall go through the techniques of
vortex development and how it interacts with our own dna and everyday lives. Also how it can be developed to repair the environment.
Over the years we have trialed dozens of different types of vortex processes and one thing is certain and
that is they all use a common foundation principle.
There are two ways of creating a vortex one is artificial and the other is through a human method using the
natural energies of the brain and body.
In order to understand these two principle methods we firstly need to explain the difference.
Firstly the artificial process derives its process from a sequence of mathematical equations which depict a
variety of what we call compatible pair sounds. These pairs can be any number but do have to have a compatibility with each other otherwise the whole process becomes unstable.
This is different from what a few corporations around the globe like in Russia and the USA are presently
experimenting with for new energy sources. Theirs is a process of using a sequence of energy tones that
emit into cylinders or tubes thus forming a tornado like vortex and then they tap into that dynamic to generate power.
The process we are referring to is a little more complex than that in that the sequence relies on a process of
tone interaction creating a third vibration which is the result of the first two combining together. This process has immense possibilities as it uses a universal principle of combing two elements to create a third.
Much like the creation of water Hydrogen and oxygen combining in certain balanced volumes to create water, or H2O.
If that balance is wrong then no water.
The vortex is the same except we get an invisible energy source that can do all sorts of things. Even create
our own DNA which is in itself a helix vortex formation of energy!
When artificially produced from the maths then we can get energy that can work anywhere. We also have a
healing tool for genetic regeneration as all cells have a tone vibration and once understood
the tone used to fix it is a combination of two others.
As we know from research we have done all energy is a combination of sounds some you
can hear and some you cannot.
In the artificial process we have looked at a whole range of possibilities from anti gravity
to healing the body, from space travel to weather control and environmental repair. The
list goes on but the science to fathom these processes demands a deeper understanding of
an area of physics that have as yet not been assessed by most people in the field.
Naturally formed vortex energy which is created through an ancient art we have learnt

over the years gives the user the ability to create
vortex energies that can have some rather incredible effects of a positive nature. An understanding
of the energy dynamics of the body is necessary
in order to fathom the precision of the type of
thought required as these vortex energies are all
thought active, in other words they are controlled
by the thought process of the initiator!
No other person can use or program them as they
seem to be unique in that they are very brainwave
specific.
So it obviously goes without saying what this latter process can be used for! That's why we tend to
keep it a little out of sight. Sure we discuss it and
those that have seen us use some of them know
what these vortexes can do so let’s not get carried
away here. The reason we have mentioned them
at all is because we now feel it is time to let some
of this amazing data out there.
An interesting example of a vortex at work can be
found in the Great pyramid of Cheops in Egypt
and you would have to be in the lower chamber
for this to work. It is the only location where you
can sit in a specific spot and create a single tone
and hear it spin as it gets affected by the vortex
within the structure itself. The interesting thing
about this is that the spot is only a few inches
wide, anywhere else and it does not work.
We have worked with the vortex inside a pyramid
structure for years and found that it can have
some startling effects from making heat lamps
flash on and off quickly (this they do not normally do as heat lamps take time to come on and
go off.) To metallic objects changing composition. There are many other applications and even
when we built smaller replicas we found that they
were just as powerful so size does not matter it is
the shape that harnesses the natural force around
us.
As we move further into the future we are sure
that at some stage this force will become more viable in use as it gets further study and understanding as to its full potential.
The technique for creating a single vortex on an
artificial level can be done using just two violin
bows one on either side of a metal plate that is flat
and sitting on a wooden frame. If this is done in
say a smoke filled environment then the vortex
(helix) should be seen to rise from the plate. The
interesting point to note here is that at the base on
the plate also place some fine sand. A geometric

shape will form and be different relative to the tones
being produced by the bows as they are stroked
down either side of the metal plate at the same time.
This simple experiment shows us how to discover 2
compatible pairs of sound that when combined will
form a vortex in simple form. This one however due
to its low power is not as programmable as some of
the more powerful cousins it has and they are created using a slightly different process.
Obviously from the study of geometric shape we
have found that vortex
energy can be manipulated in any number of
ways merely by using
certain shapes. The
difficulty is that in order to find the tones
for that shape we have
to backward engineer the process back from the
shape to the tone energies that created the shape.
Not as simple as creating the tones with 2 violin
bows. We saw the shape from the application of the
bows but here we have the opposite end where we
have the geometry but not the tones that formed that
specific shape.
To backward engineer the process takes a lot of time
and study. For each shape has its own way of affecting the tone and remember that that shapes tone is
formed from 2 others combined. So the first step is
the gain accurate measurements of the geometric
shape in question and then once the measurements
are done we can apply a principle to the results that
will provide the tones required to create that same
shape in the sand on the plate. Thus we discover the
dynamics of the vortex energy in the helix that
formed that design.
Complex yes! But possible!
In the human application we use the hands we have
as applicators. Each hand naturally emits a single
tone and different from each side so we already
have 2 compatible patterns. All we need do then is
activate them so they interact.
Then apply the result in numerous ways from healing to energetic movement to harmonising the environment and many other applications..
So in the next issue we shall look into this and study
the way our own energies can interact and form a
helix type vortex that can be programmed using our
own brainwaves.
See you next time!

Aboriginal Legends &
Dreamtime stories
By Deidre Currie Ngundawal Woman Tweed Heads

Legend from the Tweed Valley
Dreamtime stories are stories of creation and also teach us how to care for each other and the land.
We are just passing through on our way back home. The following is a story of how the Minjungbal
people came to be.

The Three Brothers
In ancient times, three brothers, their wives and grandmother were coming up from the coast in their
canoes. They stopped too rest at a place, now known as Evans Head.
After resting and collecting food, they decided to paddle further up the coast.
But they couldn't find the grandmother, they left without her.
They were halfway to Bullinah (now Ballina), when the grandmother returned and found them gone.
She went up to Goanna Headland and she called out to the water.
The water rose and these were the first waves made on the North coast.
The brothers and their wives struggled to keep their canoes from sinking in the great waves.
They came ashore at Bullinah and stopped there.
They set up camp and went back to find their grandmother, which they did after a long search. She returned to Bullinah with them.
The brothers decided they had to populate the land. They left each other, one went to the west, one
went to the north and the other went to the south.
It was through these brothers that the area was populated and the lore was passed on.
The descendants of the brother that went north became the Minjungbal people.
We need the past to find the future.
We need the old to move to the new.
We are in a time where it is important to not only remember and record but to acknowledge Aborigine
people and their stories. To bring our culture to the forefront, not just songs, dance and art, but wisdom, knowledge and spirituality. The very core of our ancestors existence for the thousands of years
they walked and took care of the land.

The following is a story about a mighty and courageous woman
Margaret Kay
Who restored the South Tweed Heads N.S.W Bora Ring at Minjungbal, which may have been lost forever without her intervention. She was shown the Bora Ring by her relatives who visited the ring with
their tribe in the late 1800s. It wasn't common for a woman to be responsible for such things, but there
was no-one else to do it. So Margaret knowing the importance of the ring to our people became the
care taker, it was overgrown with trees and shrubs and encircling mounds had been worn down by lack
of maintenance and the passage of years.
She restored the Boraground and applied to council for it's preservation, a big step for her time, when
natural and cultural places were not recognised as significant. As a result of her efforts in 1961 the Boraground and surrounding natural bushland was reserved for the preservation of Aboriginal relics.
Margaret Kay took up the baton of her Aboriginal heritage and ran with it, we should continue to carry
on the work she started in the Minjungbal area.

Wollumbin
Wollumbin a majestic mountain and sacred site to aborigine
people, is situated in the tweed valley surrounded by a ring of
mountain ranges. There are different stories attached to the
mountain. Some say Wollumbin means cloud catcher or weather
maker, others say it means turkey or warrior chief.

Wollumbin The Turkey
Gooriabul (a long time ago) turkeys could fly greater distances than they can today. Well, one turkey
flew from Mt. Brown and joined a gathering of other birds talking, when a giant bird approached them.
All the birds including the turkey were frightened so they quickly flew away.
The turkey flew all the way to Wollumbin and stopped on top of the mountain to catch his breath, but
as he rested, he was wounded in the head by a warriors spear.
Because of this his flying ability was impaired, that is why turkeys can fly only short distances before
they need to rest.
If you look at Wollumbin you can see the top of the mountain has a small bend in it where the spear hit
the turkey. The mountain is the point of the warriors spear.

Wollumbin, Warrior Chief
Legend has it that the spirits of the mountain were warriors. The wounds they received in battles are
the scars on the mountainside and the thunder and lightning are the results of their battles.
If you look towards Wollumbin from the north, you can see the face of the warrior chief in the mountains outline.

Crop Circles 2007
With Dr Jonathan Sherwood

Crop Circle Explorer website: http://www.cropcirclexplorer.com

The season in UK started early with 2 patterns in
rape seed (Canola) then nothing for the rest of
April. The two in rape seed showed track lines that
were evident from the aerials and so nothing exciting about them. May came and went with only 3
designs in barley, and were reminiscent of years
gone by. Not large approx 300ft across they again
showed signs of tracks.
So far the designs
showed the markings of man made
and nothing spectacular appeared
by the end of the
month.
Each year we find
a variety of patterns that appear
in the fields of Britain and elsewhere. Some of the
designs are definitely man made while others leave
questions which as yet have not been answered.
One thing is certain we now know far more than
we did years gone by and if people will just take
time out to observe and study them and the strange
occurrences that happen in many cases are medically orientated then we would learn loads more.
But as usual those in various fields of endeavour
from medical to
scientific to architectural to
mathematical all
have one thing in
common.
‘Closed minds!’
To say and just
eliminate them

all as hoaxes is like saying I know the origins of the
universe. If humanity knew so much we would be
far more advanced than we are in almost all areas of
study. But instead we find it easier to ridicule and
deny rather than explore other possibilities. Just because one person
that is supposed to
be an authority on a
subject says ‘ this is
the way it is’ does
not necessarily
make it so! They
can only pass on
what they have been
told and picked up
along the way but it is not the ‘be all and end all’!
These designs have been occurring for centuries or
longer and we still cannot accept in the majority of
cases the fact that there is something afoot that we
need to get to recognise.
For instance how many scientists out there understand the dynamics of energetic shape in design and
how that shape in the design creates its own energy
emission.
This years designs
seem to so far be
revolving around
planetary aspects
which is rather
curious as many
times in the past
the patterns have
followed almost a
conscious alignment with what has been on many
peoples thoughts. There have even been cases many
times where experiments have been done on the

thought creation process where a large group of 20 people have got together and not told anyone else outside of that group the type and shape of a design they all were focusing upon and the following day it appeared in a field near where they met.
This correlation between the conscious thought and the patterns design is
one that has fascinated many and we will discuss this now.
All thought manifests through a process called energetic transformation! The
ancients knew it as a way to compel matter into form using words of power.
The thought process whether spoken or otherwise is a powerful tool and
when harnessed can produce some startling effects from miraculous healings
to environmental changes. Including weather changes! This process of
thought release has been studied by many universities around the globe and
still is to this day. The process of manifestation of objects is another where
you think of an object or thing and it appears in many cases in obscure places and yet it happens to most of
us every single day! We are just not aware of it yet!
Geometric shape and thought structure are one and the same the difference is that one is at one end of the
process and the other is at the opposite end. For instance if we wanted to find the energy that formed a geometric shape like say a crop pattern then we would have to backward engineer the process to discover it
and we would have to know the route to achieve this in reverse. Whereas the thought or energy end would
create the design that we end up
seeing. How this is achieved is really
rather simple. The brain has two
hemispheres and each side releases a
different harmonic energy that
in turn combines and creates a third
which is the result of the combination of the two.
In more complex communications in the brain combinations of
quad pairs are used. This means
four pairs of two which results in four
actual harmonic releases. What
is actually seen in medical research
work on brain emissions is the
release of a static charge which is the
result of the pairs combining together. Bit like two energy fields colliding together thus rubbing
against each other and the result is a
static charge.
All energy is polarised one way or another and in the brains system it relies on a very simple universal theory that all energies are connected so only one base field is required thus we have three energy fields plus a
static one to keeps us on the ground so to speak!
Each of the designs that have appeared to date in UK are showing signs of man made activity so let’s have
a look at what geometric depictions have been chosen this time around. Many of the designs show track
lines for laying the shape down and they all revolve around 200-300ft in size which is also typical for human creation as anything bigger and it would have to be done over 2 nights as many in the past have
shown.
Take some of the Mayan type glyphs as an example.
We have to remember though that all geometric shape can harness the
natural energy force lines that exist and in many cases the geometric shape
can also magnify this force many times so we do get plant effects in even
these designs as well. Man made or not we are still looking at a situation
that is pointing at a need to understand the energy dynamics of geometric
shape and how it affects both us and our own world in which we live.
So until the next issue where we will give a final report on the crop patterns
in UK see you then!
Our crop circle website is at http://www.cropcirclexplorer.com for all research and crop design updates on
new arrivals as they happen!

U.f.o Report
With Nick Pope

Psychic Spies
Formerly secret documents show how the Ministry of Defence
tried to recruit psychics, whose targets almost certainly included
Osama Bin Laden and weapons of mass destruction.

Introduction
Traditional methods of gathering intelligence
include using satellites, intercepting communications and recruiting agents. Now, secret
documents have emerged revealing that the
Ministry of Defence (MoD) ran a covert project to recruit psychics, in the hope of tracking down people and items of interest to the
government and the military.

Background
The technique is known as remote viewing
and a search for the phrase on Google reveals nearly a million hits. Remote viewing is
a technical term, but what it really means is
trying to use psychic ability - extra-sensory
perception - to find things. Uri Geller claims
to have undertaken such work for companies
keen to see if he can help them locate previously unknown oilfields and mineral deposits.
The technique has been used by intelligence
agencies too, though details of the British
study only emerged this year.

History
The term remote viewing was coined in the
Seventies by researchers at the Stanford Research Institute, in America. Their work soon
attracted the attention of US intelligence officials. The Americans knew that the Soviets
were studying parapsychology and were worried that the USSR might make a breakthrough in an area where the US had no expertise. In the language of risk management,
this was a classic case of "low probability/
high impact". In other words, there was no
corporate belief in ESP and even the sponsors of the study were probably sceptical of
the chances of success. But if it did work and
if the technique could be harnessed by the
government, the potential benefits were huge.
That's why it was worth trying.
Both the Pentagon and the CIA funded remote viewing programmes, which went by
codenames that included Grill Flame, Sun
Streak and Star Gate. A few documents have
previously been released under the US Freedom of Information Act and some of the for-

mer remote viewers have spoken out about
their government work, which included
searching for hostages in Beirut, arms
dumps, drugs caches and terrorists, as well
as attempting to identify the location of patrolling Soviet ballistic missile submarines.
In the Nineties, when I was running the
MoD's UFO project, I found myself on the receiving end of all sorts of other strange reports. Within government, there was nowhere else to send them, so although such
things were technically outside my terms of
reference, I found myself getting drawn into
subjects as diverse as alien abductions, crop
circles and sightings of ghosts at military
bases. I was contacted by a handful of people who claimed to have ESP abilities and
who volunteered to become 'psychic spies'
for their country. I set them a few basic tests
and recall being unimpressed by their abilities. But I had regular dealings with the Defence Intelligence Staff (DIS) in relation to my
research and investigation into the UFO phenomenon and as I recall, I had some speculative discussions with them about remote
viewing. But I don't recall putting anything
down on paper and the idea of running an
MoD remote viewing programme went no further, at least in my mind. In 1994 I was promoted and left the UFO project for another
MoD post. Now it transpires that the MoD did
sanction a remote viewing project after all,
albeit several years later. Because of the
compartmentalised nature of the Department
and the need to know principle, I wasn't consulted on this and played no part in the
study.

The MoD Study
Proof of the highly classified study's existence was obtained earlier this year by Timothy Good, an author and researcher recognised as one of the world's leading authorities on UFOs and the unexplained. He used
the Freedom of Information Act to ask that
the MoD release any documents the Department held on remote viewing. His request
took several months to process because of
the sensitivities involved, but the MoD did fi-

nally respond, releasing a 168 page report
which had formerly been classified UK Secret.
Large sections of the report have been
blacked out because the MoD believe their release would compromise defence interests in
relation to the working practices of the DIS.
Other sections have been blacked out because the MoD judge that release would undermine international relations. This is almost
certainly a reference to the US, because the
report draws heavily on American research
and is likely to include details of MoD liaison
with the US intelligence community with regard to remote viewing.
The MoD's remote viewing study was undertaken in 2001 and the report into this work
was dated June 2002. Details of the distribution are not known, because the MoD has
withheld this information, but only three copies
of the report were ever made. Some of the
work was carried out by a commercial company, presumably on a contract basis. Again,
details of this company's identity have been
withheld by the MoD.
The initial plan was that the study should use
known remote viewers. An internet search
was carried out and a number of potential recruits were identified and contacted, though
no indication was given that the real sponsor
was the MoD. A commercial property was
rented, to further disguise the fact that this
was a government programme. However, for
a number of reasons, those people contacted
either failed to reply or declined to get involved. The study then fell back on the strategy of using people with no declared track record of remote viewing. We don't know who
these 'novices' were, but one possibility is that
they were military personnel 'volunteered' by
their chain of command.
Firstly, the remote viewers were given a detailed questionnaire which included such
questions as "at what age did you have your
first psychic experience?" and "have you ever
participated in a séance?". The experiments
themselves were carried out under rigorously
controlled conditions. The remote viewers
were placed in a room with a monitor (i.e. the
person undertaking the tests), who would
have photographs of six test targets, which in-

cluded buildings, places, events, objects and
people. Below each photograph was a basic
question such as "what is this place?", "where
is this place?" or "who is this person?". The
MoD has withheld details of some targets, but
others have been declassified. They included
photos of a wine glass, a knife, a petrol station forecourt and Mother Teresa.
The remote viewers were monitored by a sophisticated array of equipment. Each was recorded on tape and video, and measurements
were taken with sensitive electronic and magnetic probes, to see whether electromagnetic
fields have a bearing on remote viewing, as
some people have previously suggested.

The Results
In the end, eighteen remote viewing sessions
were undertaken. Much of the declassified report consists of detailed records of the individual sessions, recording the remote viewers'
behaviour during the sessions and assessing
the results. Some of the results were bizarre
and hilarious. One subject wrote the word
"rats" in block capital letters. Another failed to
write anything at all. One subject fell asleep
and the highly classified report contains the
priceless sequence of comments "deep
breathing; asleep?", "snoring" and "probably
asleep", finishing with a reference to the
monitor: "leaves and turns off recorders".
Intriguingly, while some remote viewers are
adjudged not to have accessed the target,
some assessments stated that "the subject
may have accessed the target" or that the
subject "had accessed some of the features
associated with the target". In fact, despite the
fact that the subjects were complete novices,
28% of the sessions were scored in this way.
Looking ahead, the report's author said that
this could serve a baseline against which to
measure the performance of more able psychics in later tests.
The report states that two psychologists took
part in some of the initial remote viewing sessions, but says that they were unhappy about
undertaking this work and refused to take part
in further sessions. Again, the details of their
objections have been withheld by the MoD.

The Sensitive Targets
The ultimate aim of this study is not apparent
because much of the critical information is
still being withheld by the MoD. But there is a
telling clue in the document that has been released. Reference is made to the first phase
of the study, aimed at recruiting remote viewers. There is then mention of a second
phase, which the report describes as being
aimed at "the selection of one or more individuals who it is felt can be 'trusted' to be
used for the sensitive targets".
The "sensitive targets" are not detailed, or if
they are, the information has been blacked
out. Another part of the report talks about the
"conclusion of the task" and makes reference to "follow-up work including the search
for ..." - the rest of the sentence is blacked
out. So what are the targets? We can't be
certain, but based on the CIA's project and
bearing in mind the date of the MoD study, it
would be surprising if the targets did not include Osama Bin Laden, and perhaps the
weapons of mass destruction that some believed Iraq possessed. In a sense, the DIS
will have regarded remote viewing as just
another potential means of gathering intelligence - and like any intelligence-gathering
capability, the issue is how best to focus
your capability on current requirements, and
in particular, on the high-value targets. Intriguingly, one page that is almost entirely
blacked out obviously features a photograph
of an individual. The question underneath
was not blacked out, perhaps in an oversight. It reads "Asian inhabitant. What colour
is he wearing?" Could this have been Bin
Laden?
Of course, these were only the test targets
and when the story broke, the MoD press office described the study in language which
suggested that the Department was simply
undertaking an intellectual exercise to validate academic research. Naturally, however,
the DIS will have been hoping the study
would succeed and would have been looking
ahead to the development of an operational
remote viewing capability. The "sensitive tar-

gets" quote cited above makes this fairly
obvious.

Conclusion
Since the story broke in the media I have
discussed it with some of the world's leading experts on remote viewing, including
Hal Puthoff and Paul H. Smith. I have also
been interviewed about it on Newsnight,
British Forces Broadcasting Service and
numerous BBC radio stations. In all of this
I have made clear my absolute support for
the MoD, in the face of criticism that this
was a waste of time and money (the MoD
say £18,000 was spent on the study). My
only criticism is with the methodology. It
seems to me that several factors combined to make the study less successful
than might otherwise have been the case.
Firstly, the highly classified nature of the
study precluded consultation with the very
people who could have given advice on
how best to select the remote viewers, test
them and develop the operational remote
viewing programme that must have been
the ultimate goal. Secondly, the selection
process was both flawed and unsuccessful. Searching the internet for people who
claim to have remote viewing skills would
probably have turned up all sorts of con
artists and deluded individuals, alongside
some of the people genuinely associated
with the US government's now defunct remote viewing programmes, or involved in
academic research into the subject. But
the highly classified nature of the study
meant that the approaches to these people
could make no mention of the fact that this
was a government study, and the MoD
was unable to get co-operation from the
people they had targeted and whose participation they really needed. My overall
assessment, based on my 21 years service in the MoD, is that the study was wellintentioned, but that the errors in the methodology meant that it was a missed opportunity.
So, what happened after the study? Were
further tests undertaken? Were lessons

learned and was an operation remote viewing
programme ever developed? We don't know.
But perhaps the MoD let slip one small clue. In
responding to questions from the media, the
MoD press office said the study was of "little
value to the MoD". That's not quite the same
as "no value to the MoD".
Nick Pope served for 21 years in the MoD and
is best known for having run their UFO project.
Nick Pope's website is www.nickpope.net
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Visions of Unicorns
Unicorns bring about visions of beauty and purity,
appearing from the mists giving the impression of being there but not quite in our
realm.
One can have the desire to reach out to the unicorn,
to even touch it or be in its presence,
yet it is somehow too pure or too ethereal for us to
physically make the connection,
yet mentally and spiritual its essence can fill our mind with a sense of serenity,
knowing, telepathy, and equal understanding, to enable us to find the purity and
unity within ourselves, that is the magic of the unicorn.
In pairs they stand,
silvery and white with opposite spiralling horns,
male and female, the balance of two,
in harmony with each others thoughts.
Whether unicorns really existed on this earthly planet of ours or not has been
pondered for many a century,
stories go back through time that speak of them,
but whether unicorns existed here or whether windows opened into another realm or
dimension allowing those most fortunate to experience their presence is a
matter for consideration,
as we know so little of our universe and there are surely so many secrets yet to
unfold as we open our minds to possibility and discovery.
Maybe there was a time when they existed here as there are so many stories of
ancient times and ancient life forms that are so different from what we see today,
just as future generations will ponder on creatures that have
become extinct in our lifetime.
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Ka-lei movement

The ancient art of environmental control.
Damage to valleys from fires, weather and storm direction and control,
rainfall control from vortex programming and lots more!
This is the first article ever written on the Ka-lei
Movement and as the subject is so extensive we
shall cover it over the next few issues.
Ka-lei movement is the art of getting in harmony
with the energy of the environment and also your
inner self through a process of energising by an application we call the hand exercise. The process
has amazing results and in many cases immediate
results in both healing yourself, animals as well as
the environment.
As an example I shall tell you of a story that occurred many years ago when we first stated to apply the process in the environment and it was not
an expected situation.
It was early morning around 6am on the island of
Crete and I had organised a group of people to
meet on the beach by the hotel for the first mornings Ka-lei movement exercises. We were participating in a conference there and we had only arrived the day before.
I awoke to the sound of a raging rainy gale outside,
wind blowing and rattling against the windows of
my chalet I wondered if any of the group would
brave the elements that morning. So rising before
breakfast and walking down to the beach at 7am I
was not expecting anyone to show. To my surprise
over 16 people had shown that morning and they
were all huddled together by a small beach house
and a warm greeting met me as I approached them.
‘I think we need to do something about this
weather!’ I said as I stood next to the group.
‘Whose ready for this then?’ I asked as we all
stepped out into the rain and wind. The sky was
black and two foot waves were crashing on the
shore even in the sheltered bay we were in.
We were thoroughly drenched within seconds of
stepping out so it was a surprise to all when we
started doing a sounding movement exercise to
calm the elements. Within one minute we had a
circle of blue sky overhead. The wind had dropped
all around us and the rain had stopped, as the circle

above our heads expanded it travelled out over the
bay and we all watched as the waves flattened and
they seemed to shrink all around us. The interesting
thing was it still raged around us but now was a good
mile out from where we stood in a circle around us.
You could see the waves were rough out in the middle of the bay but not where we were it was flat calm.
The effect this had on the group was fascinating for
none had dreamed that it could be done but here they
were standing as living proof of the power of one human controlling the weather elements.
To this day we see more evidence of just what can be
achieved when we work on the elements to create
balance and change after humanities effects through
lack of understanding of the way humanity interacts
with the environment both directly and indirectly.
If we are the caretakers of the planet then we must
have an interaction with it so we need to understand
how that interaction can be taught to others that not
only care about the planet but also are willing to take
responsibility for their own actions. Many people we
see every day do not even want to know and just roll
along as if it will always be there. Sorry but that just
is not the case! To ignore changes around you is not
only stupid but plain out arrogant as well and people
who do not bother need a wake-up call!
The planet on which we all live is reliant on our interaction with it and the principles of Ka-lei help us
all to do just that.
We have witnesses who have seen how we interact
with the environment and repair damage that others
have caused through their lack of awareness and responsible action but more people need to know what
to do!
It is all well and good to say we all need to do something and in many cases people will respond with but
I am just one person what or how can I make a difference.
That's why we have started this column.

The first step in taking charge of the energy of
your space or portion of the planet is to get to
know the energy around you as it does have a bearing on how well you balance that space. As an example take others near you and explain what you
want to do. If they are not interested then simple
say OK! What happens to you when the planet on
which we all exist changes into a hostile one. Climate change is a nasty situation especially for life
forms that depend on it. Thousands of people die
from climate change every year and that number is
on the rise. It does not take much for you to become part of that statistic. Take the recent storms
in the southern states of Australia as an example.
Imagine if they got worse!
So your first exercise involves getting to know
your own energy.
Do the following exercise once a day to start with.
Exercise:
1. Make sure that your legs are not crossed and
both of your feet are on the
ground - you can be standing or sitting.
Then bring your hands opposite each other as in the
photo.
2. Gently press your palms together and very
slowly bring them apart until there is approximately 34 inches between your
hands.
3. Focus your eyes and your
mind on the space between
your hands, being aware of what takes place between them. Sitting in this position for approximately 5 minutes is an excellent meditation exercise.
4. When you have had enough slowly bring your
hands back together and
simply brush your hands together as the following sequence of photos shows, and
the energy will return to normal.

As the photographs show the
closing off is important as we
have found through research
that the technique seems to
change the bodies energy pattern. The hand process is also
used in other applications which we shall cover at a
later date.
For now we just want you to get used to doing the
first exercise. Now during the process when your
hands are apart also try thinking of different colours
and just observe anything that occurs in-between the
hands. The energy in the centre of the space is connected to the thought structure so there should be a
response if it is done correctly. The above exercise is
also great for studying and if incorporated into a
class situation once a day the children's marks will
improve as tests have shown this to happen in studies done in the past. We have also had numerous students use the process for learning difficult subjects
and the way this is done is you study while the hands
are open. This means while the energy is active so
you would study after you press them together. But
remember to close the energy off afterwards.
Ka-lei movement is the use of this energy in an active way to create all sorts of positive results. One
such example was the studying process. In the next
part we shall be covering using this process on plants
in pots as an example so make sure you have a plant
in a small pot. We shall also be covering raising
seeds using this process and the results say with tomato plants will speak for itself. So you may want to
also have some seeds and a small pot and seed mixture or potting mix ready for the next instalment in
the next issue.
Remember to only apply the above exercise once a
day to begin with and after a week or two then expand to 2 a day one in the morning and one in the
evening and only for a few minutes to begin with. If
it gets difficult for you to get the hands back together
then take a deep breath in. That should release the
force. Till next time. Have a great time exploring!

Arctic Updates!
ATOP Greenland's Suicide Cliff, from which old
Inuit women used to hurl themselves when they
felt they had become a burden to their community, a crack and a thud like thunder pierces the
air.
"We don't have thunder here. But I know it from
movies," says Ilulissat nurse Vilhelmina Nathanielsen, while walking through the melting snow.
"It's the ice cracking inside the icebergs. If we're
lucky we might see one break apart."
It's too early in the year to see icebergs crumple
regularly, but the sound is a reminder.
As politicians squabble over how to act on climate change, Greenland's icecap is melting faster
than scientists had thought possible.
A new island in East Greenland is a clear sign of
how the place is changing. It was dubbed Warming Island by US explorer Dennis Schmitt when
he found in 2005 that it had emerged from beneath the ice.

If the icecap melts entirely, oceans would rise by
seven metres. A total meltdown would take centuries, but global warming — which climate experts blame mainly on human use of fossil fuels — is heating the Arctic faster than anywhere
else on Earth.
Greenland, the world's largest island, is mostly
covered by an icecap of about 2.6 million cubic
kilometres which accounts for a 10th of all the
fresh water in the world.
Over the past 30 years, its melt zone has expanded by 30 per cent. Now the cap loses 100 to
150 cubic kilometres of ice every year — more
than all the ice in the Alps.

"Some people are scared to discover the process is
running faster than the models," said Konrad
Steffen, a glaciologist at the University of Colorado at Boulder and a Greenland expert who serves
on a US Government advisory committee on
abrupt climate change.
In the past 15 years, winter temperatures have risen
about five degrees on the cap, while spring and autumn temperatures increased about three degrees.
Swiss-born Dr Steffen is one of dozens of scientists who have peppered the Greenland icecap with
instruments to measure temperature, snowfall and
the movement, thickness and melting of the ice.
The more the surface melts, the faster the ice sheet
moves towards the ocean. The glacier that Swiss
Camp rests on has doubled its speed to about 15
kilometres a year in the past 12 years, while its
tongue retreated 10 kilometres into the fjord.
"It is scary," Dr Steffen said. "This is only
Greenland. But Antarctica and glaciers around the
world are responding as well."
The rush of new water leaves scientists with crucial questions about
how much sea levels could rise and
whether the system of ocean currents that ensures Western Europe's
mild winters could shut down.
The Atlantic current has already
slowed down as in 2005 the then
recent report showed a decrease of
30% in its speed. The problem is
the increased influx of fresh water into the North
Atlantic both from the Greenland Ice sheet melting
as well as increased precipitation and runoff from 5
of Europe's biggest rivers into the same North Atlantic region.
In some cases whole glaciers have disappeared
more on that in the next issue.
Remember this is just what is happening in the
North but the same situation is happening in Antarctica as well where in one case the Larsen B ice
shelf (That’s the sea ice. ) Completely disappeared
making it possible for the landside of the Larsen
Ice shelf to begin slipping into the ocean. This report from the Reauters agency! June 2007

Extract from “Andrea One - Assignment” By Jonathan Sherwood
(Continued from page 10)
“I would have to make a few computations and also review the state of the outer hull, sir. I will get right
on it.” He turns to his console and moves his hands across it studying the monitor in front of him.
Meanwhile, in the forward area of the ship, the repair crew discover that the inner hull has been breached,
but not severely. The dead are removed and repairs are begun to seal the breach.
One of the crew, an engineering officer for the forward section, calls Tyree on the crystal monitor on his
hip and reports that all is well.
Shontar, meanwhile, reflects on the day’s events and the ship under his command.
Andrea1 is the largest ship in the Andrean fleet. Measuring just 2,000km across, much like a floating city,
it has all the facilities to maintain life and can also act as a research vessel, as well as an attack craft.
Round in shape, with a large dome, it has one of the most incredible views of the galaxies it passes through
on its many journeys that will ever be seen. One could sit in a seat in one of the many lush parks on board
and gaze at the stars blazing overhead, or watch as the ship passes through the light barrier to the blaze of
colour striations streaming overhead on its way to the time dimensional shift that this great ship is capable
of.
One of the most advanced developments on board is the reflective field inverters. They act much like a
mirror and can shield the entire ship from any direction from view. When activated, the ship just seems to
disappear and yet it is physically still there. The inverters bend light rays and then re-project them to any
area of the ship’s hull at a single command. This gives the appearance to the would-be attacker that the
stars are in full view and there is nothing ahead of any risk.
This facility, of course, is very rarely used in these days of peace. But, in the past, it proved its worth
many times.
Huyt interrupts Shontar from his reverie.
“Excuse me sir! If we could get close enough to lay 8 science probes emitting photonic neutrino beams
placed in a circle at certain positions surrounding the anomaly, much as we did around the planet, we could
hold the pattern for a while. The duration and life span of the probes would depend on the anomaly itself,
sir. But it could be done,” explains Huyt.
“How close do we have to get?” queries Shontar.
“About 4 parsecs, sir,” replies Huyt.
Shontar turns to Tyree. “Can we do it, Tyree, without too much risk?”
“If we can get in and out in one solar second, yes! It can be done with minimal risk. But I must advise that
if anything unforeseen goes wrong, we would be destroyed.” He looks pensively at Shontar and Huyt.
Shontar moves to his chair and sits down. Deep in thought for a moment, he then picks up a round glowing disc from the side console of his chair and activates the central ship communications system.
“This is Shontar, commanding Andrea1.” His voice can now be heard in every sector of the giant ship.
He explains the sequence of events about to take place and also Huyt’s and Tyree’s findings.
“We are about to engage in a risky operation, which could delay the anomaly enough for our scientists to
find an answer to the problem. However, the risk is great to both yourselves and this ship. Would all sectors now please report into the central command system showing when you are prepared?” Shontar gazes
at the central command computer and observes all the lights flash green. He knows that he has a good and
trusting crew.
“We will be doing a dimensional light jump in 5 solar minutes.” He disengages the communicator and
glances at Tyree, who is grinning.
“You figured that one out quick,” he remarks.
Huyt exclaims: “Of course! If we jump in, discharge the probes and jump out, we will hardly be exposed
to the anomaly long enough for it to have any effect.” He turns to his console. “I will begin making the
adjustments to the energy grid for the jump, sir.”
Shontar smiles as he contemplates the thought that, Yes, he has a good crew.

Indian Astrology

http://www.indianastrology2000.com/index.php
Each issue we look at different types of
Astrology and give you insight into the different
types and any websites that you can go to and find out more! This
issue we are looking at Indian Astrology and the following reports
are based on the Moon sign.
throughout.
Despite the apparent ease, worry / stress will
continue on a sub conscious level. You should
therefore work on being positive.

Aries by the moon
General for Aries: Aries natives will find July
to be a very active month where the long term
perspective will tend to get redefined and
pressures created in the last two years will
give way to a period of planning & rethinking
strategy.
This is a month when you should think more
and do less. Speech especially emails & phone
discussions should remain conservative.
Avoid any sort of controversy although you
will be aggressive & short tempered mostly.
Love and social success will be assured. You
should therefore make time for social events.
A special career opportunity could come in at
social gathering only. Keep your ears / eyes
open.
A general increase in socializing will come
this month. Income & gains will be good

Events to look forward to: New career opportunities, social success, gain in speculation, good
income.
Events to be cautious about: Ego with family,
anger & extra level of aggression, wrong / trouble making communication worry.
First half of the month will be better than the
second half of the month.
Remedies for Mars will be useful:
Career for Aries: Career is ready for a shift after
a 2 year phase of hurdles after 16th July 2007.
There will be a gradual move towards progress.
It would be beneficial to use post 16th July 2007
phase to chart out plans & ideas for progress.
Long term vision formulated now will help you
over the years.
If in business, there will be good progress after
the 4th July, 2007 with good income & rise in
status. Turbulence & unsteady trends possible
from 28th July, 2007. Try not to leave any loose

ends this month.
If in a job, the month will be unsteady &
cause anxiousness. It could be mostly due to
your own speech. Exercise caution especially
till 10th July 2007.
If working as a professional, this month will
see uncertainty & turbulence. You should
however be assured that the long term trends
look good.
Love / Marriage for Aries: Special period for
love this month. Mind will be creative and
passionate which will in turn promote love &
progress in relationships.
New social opportunities till the 15th July
2007 will help you find love / new partners (if
unattached).
Marriage matters, if married, will be very
happy too. There will be a social high this
month which will keep the atmosphere at
home positive. 28th July 2007 onwards some
unsteady trends / misunderstanding possible.
You should avoid controversy or reacting to
the new developments till September.
Unmarried people might not get an opportunity for marriage this month.
Money matter for Aries: Positive month for
money matters. Gains possible from investments & creative work. Some amount of unsteady trends could come after the 28th July
2007. Avoid making hasty investments.
Income will be good and there will be improved overall prospects after 15th July 2007.
Creative work will contribute to higher returns.
Investments will give gains as long as senseless speculation is avoided. Avoid new investments.

Taurus by the moon
General for Taurus: Taurus natives will find July
active. Subconscious mind will remain hyperactive till the 10th July 2007. Creative work will be
good throughout. Inflow of money and gains from
investments will remain good too.
There will be expansion of work in new areas but
a relative slowdown in opportunities could come
after the 16th July 2007.
Level of expenses will rise. There will be an increase in monetary commitments & outflow for
spouse (if married) will also rise. Any sort of financial risk should be totally avoided.
Speculation or new investments are not recommended.
Gains from associations will remain although
some distances with partners could also build up.
Focus will move over from social to home life after the 4th July 2007. This month will see gradual
movements in professional as well as public life
which could push you towards unconventional
acts after the 28th July 2007. You need to understand that despite pressures, it will be a good idea
to cross 10th September 2007 without taking any
adverse steps. If you are not cautious, new issues
could crop up in August.
Events to look forward to: Growth in new avenues in work, good level of monetary gains, happiness from family, new associations, possibility
of purchase of house / car.

Events to be cautious about: Expenses /
losses, sudden unplanned events in work, ego
with family.

Marriage matters, if married, will not be easy
despite an overall feel good factor. You could
find some fundamental differences of opinion
with spouse.

Second half of the month will be more favorable than the first half of the month.

Other beneficial effects and influences will
keep married life happy.

Remedies for Saturn will be useful:

Unmarried people might not get an opportunity
for marriage this month.

Career for Taurus: Progress and unexpected
positive developments will continue in work.
However a slow down in expansion as well
as new avenues of work could come after the
16th July 2007.
This will mean that existing work will be
okay but new plans should be put on hold.
If in business, this month will bring challenges as opportunities will decline & competition will rise.

Money matter for Taurus: Very positive &
gainful period this month. Special and erratic
trends in money matters possible this month,
till the 10th July 2007.
Income will be good from business / enterprise
as well as joint avenues of work. There will be
gains from unconventional areas.
Investments will give good returns. Avoid making new investments.

Level of expenses / overheads could rise too.
Avoid new investments. Despite this, gains
will remain good and progress on existing
areas positive.
If in a job, overall good trends will operate.
3rd July 2007 could see pressures but a good
turn around from 4th July 2007.
Unsteady thoughts & wish to change could
come up from 28th July 2007. You should
avoid such thoughts & actions till September.
If working as a professional, you will find
progress overall but slowdown could come
towards end of the month.
Love / Marriage for Taurus: Positive and stable period for love and feelings. Relationships however will go through a high level of
activity & some turbulence also due to preoccupation. Better & family oriented trends after the 10th July 2007.

Gemini by the moon
General for Gemini: July will be beginning of
the phase where fortunes for Gemini natives
will start changing after a rough phase in the
last few years.
The month however will begin with lack of focus and clarity in thinking due to which major
decisions should be avoided till the 10th July
2007 and preferably till the end of the month.
This month will see new avenues opening up in
work after the 16th July 2007. Hard work &

better focus will be the reason for progress.
Income will remain good throughout.
You should realize that a lot of activity is
happening and you can make only limited
decisions. Making the correct decision will
be vital and therefore waiting to cross 10th
July 2007. Before a final decision is taken is
important.
This month will also see an increase in social activates. Love life for the unattached
will rise and new friendships and relationships possible.
Events to look forward to: High income,
company of friends, social life high, new
love, expansion in career and overall
growth.
Events to be cautious about: Ego, stress /
worry, increase in competition, health issues, unsteady behaviour towards other.
Second half of the month will be more favorable than the first half of the month.
Remedies for Mercury would be beneficial.
Career for Gemini: Dynamic phase in work
will continue as there will be new opportunities as well as a transformation of your
work area this month too. This is a period to
take up challenges in career. Possibility of
increase in competition present. You should
remain conscious of this aspect.
If in a business, you will find rise in activity
but increase in debts & competition against
you.
Overall progress will come from November
2007.
If in a job, this month will be progressive
and gainful. Chances of rise in income and

improvements in work environment present.
Hard work & efforts will be rewarded well
this month.
If working as a professional, a jump in status
likely this month after the 16th July 2007.
New events could unfold and so you should be
ready for positive events.
Love / Marriage for Gemini: A positive month
for social encounters and the unattached will
find good opportunity socially. A general high
in sex appeal will be fell as you will find yourself at the middle of a lot of social activity.
28th July 2007 onwards the activity could get
out of hand. Avoid major moves.
Marital life, if married, could be unsettled, although family life overall will be better after
the 15th July 2007. Unsteady trends possible
due to your own unsettled thoughts till the
10th July 2007
Unmarried people might not get an opportunity for marriage this month.
Money matter for Gemini: A turn around in
finances as well as monetary situation will
come this month after the 15th July 2007. You
will find a respite from monetary pressures of
the last few years.
Worry about rearrangement of finances possible till the 10th July 2007.
Income will be very good and happy till the
29th July 2007. Thereafter a dip possible.
Investment will yield average returns. New or
risky investments should be avoid. New ideas
after 28th July 2007 should be treated with
caution.

thinking, gain in investments, happiness from
children, social success & happiness in love.
Events to be cautious about: Low energy till
the 15th July 2007, high expenses / worry
about money, fixed temperament, adamant attitude at time, wrong speech.
Remedy for Rahu & Ketu recommended.

Cancer by the moon
General for Cancer: Mixed trends for Cancer
natives continue in July too. You will be
fixed & aggressive but at the same time compassionate enough to handle relationships,
family and career all together.
The recent social high will give way to attention for family. This month could see gains
from property & other fixed sources of income. Chances of acquisition of jewellery,
clothes & other luxuries possible.
Children issues will give you happiness.
New investment will be gainful but debt in
investments should be avoided.
Mind will not be focused & will remain liable for worry. This trend could be more
acute till the 10th July 2007. Due to this you
should avoid major decisions. Worry about
expenses will remain but if you are calm then
resolutions will emerge after the 10th July
2007.
Your temperament will be aggressive and
harsh this month. It is important you look at
the opposite side view too. Flexibility will
bring happiness and success.
Events to look forward to: Progress in career,
dynamic approach throughout, positive

Career for Cancer: High growth and activity
phase present this month. It is a unique combination of creative efforts and hard work which
could make this month special in terms of
achievements. You should avoid fixed attitude
& over aggression, though for best results.
If in a business, this month will experience
progress and increase in gains after the 16th
July 2007. Again flexibility will hold the key
to progress.
If in a job, status could rise while creative
work will give you best results.
If working as a professional, you will find
very good results due to your knowledge &
creative thinking. Success will be directly proportional to the level of challenging work undertaken.
Love / Marriage for Cancer: A relative slowdown in love life after the recent high last
month will come after the 4th July 2007. You
will experience a stable and positive phase.
A desire to control & steer the relationship
possible but you should avoid the same till the
15th July 2007. Thereafter happy trends possible
Marriage matters, for the unmarried, will improve this month as your own temperament
will modify and you will be more flexible &
easier to deal with.
Unmarried people might not get an opportu-

nity for marriage this month.

tal energy.

Money matter for Cancer: Not an easy month
for finances as there will be higher level of expenses and commitments compared to resources available. A control over expenses
will come after the 16th July 2007. However
you might experience certain issues in family
which could increase your level of commitment, in the long term.

Your temperament is likely to be adamant
and unsteady at the same time. Since decision making ability is not very strong, it
would be beneficial to take advice of reliable
people around you.

Income will be good throughout & increase
from 29th July 2007.
Investments will give good returns and gains.
There will be gains in new areas too. Selection
of non conservative areas could better returns.
Liquidity could be poor till 10th July 2007 but
continue till the end of the month.

Monetary gains as well as company of
friends will be good throughout.
The month overall will experience changes
mostly beyond your control. These could be
connected both with family & career. It
would be useful to accept changes with all
humility.
Events to look forward to: High income, support of friends, social success, happiness in
love.
Events to be cautious about: Low energy after the 16th July 2007 fixed attitude / temperamental issues, dissatisfaction in marital
matters.
First half of the month will be better than the
second half of the month.
Remedy is recommended for Saturn.

Leo by the moon
General for Leo: July will bring in mixed results for Leo natives. There would be increase
in social life / love life while at the same time
certain tough decisions in career as well as
personal life will be required.

Career for Leo: A relatively slow phase in
career will give way to high activity and progress after the 4th July 2007.
Level of focus & exposure in career will increase giving very good opportunities.

It would be beneficial if the decisions as well
as transition are completed before the 15th
July 2007.

Your temperament will turn more business
like after the 16th July 2007 which in turn
will bring greater progress but at the cost of
personal happiness. You should be conscious
of this fact.

In case it does not happen, then it would be
beneficial to slow down till mid August since
you could be low on physical as well as men-

If in business, the month will be low till 16th
July 2007 and look up in terms of activity.
An increase in personal issues & stress will

however be there.
If in a job, pressures in work area will increase. Avoid major changes or a move of
organization.
If working as a professional, you will find
good progress & gains this month. You
should just avoid fixed attitude.
Love / Marriage for Leo: Eventful month for
the unattached as love life as well as social
activity will be very good after the 4th July
2007. Multiple options in social life will
come up. Sex appeal will be at a high.
Steady relationships however could experience some unsteady trends & turbulence.
Marital matter, if married, will change now.
A period of distances as well as a mental detach will give way to focus on various issues
that had been put on the back burner.
You should take up a broad minded attitude
for resolution for issues.
Unmarried people could find opportunities
for marriage this month.
Money matter for Leo: Gains will be good
throughout the month. There could be higher
than normal income as well as monetary
gains this month.
Special inflows possible till 15th July 2007
Thereafter expenses will rise leading to a
lower level of surplus.
Investments will be average this month. New
investments are not suggested.

Virgo by the moon
General for Virgo: Positive events will occur
for Virgo natives in July, although you
should remember that being conservative in
expenses as well as long term commitments
will be a good idea, otherwise all current reserves built up now could dissipate over the
next two years.
You will be in control this month, although
your focus will be erratic and mental state
volatile. Career progress will be good this
month.
Latent anger will be high and could be reason for various issues with family / life partner.
You will find spouse / partner quite extravagant this month.
A slide after 16th July 2007 possible due to
some new activity. You should be cautious
that new comments made now should not increase your expenses and drain you out.
All work planned now should be for immediate gains and not for gains over a two - three
year phase. Such plans could cause loss of
money.
Further since you are likely to be unsteady,
major decisions, especially career should not
be attempted till the 10th July 2007
An overall tendency to be fixed in your view

& taking decisions without proper counsel
possible.
It would be better to avoid hasty decisions.
Events to look forward to: Confidence, progress in career, higher income, higher level
of authority, happiness from friends, creative work, expenses on luxuries.
Events to be cautious about: Latent anger,
fixed attitude, unneeded expenses / investment
First half of the month will be better than
the second half of the month.
Remedy for Saturn would be beneficial.
Career for Virgo: An active month for career, although higher than normal activity
will run till 10th July 2007. Creative work
will be rewarded this month. Work area will
be vibrant but politics will exist. You
should be diplomatic in your dealings.
If in a business, this month will yield average results. New investments or increase in
overheads should not be initiated as this
could lead to losses.
If in a job, a slow down in existing environment possible. You should look at overseas
opportunities as a way of progress at this
point.
If working as a professional, there will be
gains but an overall slide in opportunities.
Avoid changing line of work after the 28th
July 2007.
Love / Marriage for Virgo: Love / romance
could turn downwards due to lack of appropriate opportunities in the coming months.
The down turn could come after the 15th
July 2007. Since there could be a general
slowdown you should avoid forcing events

or there could be embarrassment. New events
around 28th July 2007 could change the outlook but still you should proceed with caution.
If married, this month will be better but you
should control your speech & latent anger or
bias could lead to arguments.
Temperament of spouse could be unsteady at
times.
Avoid handling major issues.
Unmarried people might not get an opportunity for marriage this month.
Money matter for Virgo: Good month for finances and money matters but level of expenses on self will remain unreasonable. Further 15th July 2007 onwards you need to be
cautious as a slow and steady increase in commitment leading to a pressure in money matters could come. New avenues of expenses /
investment & overheads should be avoided.
Income will be good till 15th July 2007 & dip
thereafter.
Investments will be beneficial & gainful till
15th July 2007 & dip thereafter.
New investments should be avoided.

Events to look forward to: Progress in career,
higher income, social success, new relationships for the unattached, good level of monetary gains.
Events to be cautious about: Stress, wrong
speech, controversies in personal life, worry
about children.

Libra by the moon
General for Libra: July will guide Libra natives
from the stressful period to one where you can
expect trusts of the labor put in the last 4-5
Years.
A gradual but firm transformation will come
after the 16th July 2007.
Blocks and pressures in career will change between 4th and 20th July 2007.
Despite all the positive events and progress you
could experience worry as well as fear of the
unknown. The feeling will subside after the
10th July 2007 but will improve fully only next
month.
It would be beneficial to resolve all career issues without leaving much pending work as
well as ambiguous parts. An unsteady phase in
your own thought patterns and responses is
possible after the 28th July, 2007 & shall continue till September 2007. Any issues not clear
could create hurdles & problems in August.
Family & money matters will give rich and
happy results throughout.
Aggressive and controversial issues possible in
marriage (if married) and partnerships. Avoid
controversial speech.
The month will be positive throughout. You
should use this period to sort out issues and
chart a steady period for progress.

Second half of the month will be more favorable than the first half of the month.
Remedy for Mercury and Venus will be useful.
Career for Libra: A tough and exacting period
of work over the last 2 years will give way to a
more leisurely and gainful period after the 16th
July 2007. Efforts made in the preceding period
will give results now. 4th July 2007 onwards
the recent blocks in work too will be removed.
If in business, the month will be gainful but
tense. Issues could crop up due to controversy
or aggression. Try to remain calm till the 29th
July 2007.
If in a job, this month will be rewarding and
beneficial overall in monetary terms. Avoid a
change yet.
If working as a professional, you will find uncertainty in work despite monetary gains &
progress. You should get a hold of the stress &
wait to cross 10th July 2007 for better results.
Love / Marriage for Libra: Improvement in
love & relationships will come about majority
this month after the 15th July 2007.
Blocks in relationships could improve after the
4th July 2007 after which social life will improve and so would your relationships. A significant improvement in your sex appeal could
come. Unsteady trends possible after 28th July
2007. Avoid indiscrimination or there could be
controversy.

If married, this month will see aggression &
disputes with spouse. It will be useful to avoid
verbal disputes till 10th July 2007. Cross 29th
July 2007 with a low profile.
Unmarried people might not get an opportunity
for marriage this month.
Money matter for Libra: Favorable period in
money matters continues, although there would
be some issues in joint finances and reason for
anxiousness will remain. There would be gains
from multiple sources.
Income will be good throughout, especially after the 4th July 2007.
Investment will get you rich gains after the
15th July 2007 should try to cash in on investment after the 15th July 2007.
Liquidity could be less than desired level.

New areas in career could open up after the
16th July 2007. It is however not necessary that
all new options are good. It will be useful to
evaluate all the risks before you take a decision
on career. Unexpected gains from new sources
possible this month.
Social life / love could go in for a low / blocked
phase after the 4th July 2007.
Joint avenues of work could also suffer a slowdown during this period.
Overall the month is good for progress based
on hard work in existing areas. If new options
come in, it will be useful to evaluate the potential over two years before you take a decision.
Events to look forward to: Dynamic, hard work
oriented growth, good monetary gains.
Events to be cautious about: Low energy till the
15th July 2007, blockage in career / love life,
pressure from superiors, lack of comfort at
home at & at work.
Second half of the month will be more favorable than the first half of the month.
Remedy for Venus and Saturn is recommended.

Scorpio by the moon
General for Scorpio: Dynamic and eventful
July for Scorpio natives although level of hurdles will also be high.
You will be aggressive, hard working and
achieve progress due your own efforts. Most of
the focus will be on career during this period.
It is a learning phase still and therefore despite
increase in activity, it will be a good idea to be
humble and keep your ears and eyes open.

Career for Scorpio: Career is on the verge of
major movement. You have to be careful to anticipate the moves for the two years. All decisions which ensure progress & gains till September 2009 should be implemented. However
if your actions are not well planned / thought
out, you could find setbacks in career. A somewhat slow period will operate till 17th July
2007 but will give way to a lucky & gainful period beyond that.
If in a business, there would be some amount of
blacks after the 4th July 2007. You should remain calm & avoid hasty decision. 28th July
2007 onwards issues could increase. It would
be better to maintain status quo in work till mid
September 2007.

If in a job, very good progress possible this
month. Progress will be proportional to hard
work & efforts made now.
If working as a professional, there will be
good progress this month better progress after 17th July 2007.
Love / Marriage for Scorpio: Activity in love
life, if unattached, will be high, although
controversy after the 4th July 2007 possible
due to ego issues & career compulsion. 28th
July 2007 onwards problems could increase
& therefore no major decisions should be
taken in love till mid August 2007.
Married life, if married, too will be difficult
after the 4th July 2007. Controversy could
rise after the 28th July 2007. You have the
positive effect of Jupiter and so if your exercise patient; there is no need for escalation of
issues.
Unmarried people might not get an opportunity for marriage this month.
Money matter for Scorpio: Average period
still in money matters. You will achieve the
required level of expenses but pressures will
remain this month too.

Sagittarius by the moon
General for Sagittarius: Better phase in the
second half of July for Sagittarius natives, although pressures of the recent past will remain
throughout the month.
Your personality is likely to be unstable and
volatile. Physical & mental vitality will not be
up to the level you desire. It would therefore
be better to keep a low profile and remain
steady throughout.
This month will see aggression of mind due to
your inability to cope with challenges. It
should be kept in mind that venting your feelings on family will be counterproductive.
Avoid verbal conflict with spouse (if married),
especially till the 10th July 2007.

Income will be good and gains will come
from unexpected sources.

New avenues in career will open up and hurdles in life will open up due to better level of
luck after the 15th July 2007.

Investments will be gainful. New investments made now will yield good results in
the coming few months.

Relationships & love will look up after the 4th
July 2007.
This is a phase when you should plan rather
than implement. You should keep a low profile and thereafter wait for the right opportunity towards end of the year.
Events to look forward to: Happiness in love
life, social success, new areas of growth in career, better status.

Events to be cautious about: Ego in marriage
& family, low energy after the 16th July,
2007, health issues for children, short tempered behavior, unsocial.
First half of the month will be better than the
second half of the month.
Remedy for Jupiter & Mars will be beneficial.
Career for Sagittarius: Career will experience
some erratic trends this month. The period
till 10th July 2007 will be unsteady & create
controversy & stress. You should avoid major progress during this time.
If in a business, there will be stressful / controversial period till the 10th July 2007.
Thereafter improvement but still a low
achieving period.
If in a job, level of luck & opportunities will
rise after the 4th July 2007. Overall good
progress on this account. Avoid changes after
27th July 2007.

Unmarried people could find opportunities
for marriage this month.
Money matter for Sagittarius: Money matters
will look up after the 15th July 2007. Some
pressures could be present till the 15th July
2007 but overall positive trends will be present now. Level of luck overall will rise.
Gains could come from overseas.
Income will be very good after the 4th July
2007. Some change in trends could come after the 28th July 2007. Do not make changes
in the income source.
Investment will not be an easy area. Speculation should be totally avoided. Think carefully this month. Chances of losses exist.
Liquidity could be poor till the 10th July
2007.

If working as a professional, you will find
the period low profile but a gradual increase
in luck would come about. The month would
close in a much better position than the opening.
Love / Marriage for Sagittarius: Love & relationships will experience a trying time as ego
& anger could mix to create differences. This
will come with a backdrop of rise in social
opportunities & general increase in opportunities in love life. You could make excellent
progress, if unattached, after the 28th July
2007 if you can keep a control on your temper throughout the month.
If married, this month will bring turbulence
and a sudden unplanned increase in activity
in marital life. Avoid mental conflict to enjoy
this month.

Capricorn by the moon
General for Capricorn: A month of progress
and good growth for Capricorn natives during July. However this month will see domestic unrest as well as a slide in level of opportunities. The slide shall be gradual and
will be noticeable only to the very sensitive
people. You should make adjustments for the
gradual slowdown. New and higher level of
investments or exposure should be avoided.

Current month will witness good level of
progress in actual terms and you should try
to maximize your gains as much as possible.
This is a happy month for income & support
of friends.
Issues in marital matters in the recent weeks
will give rise to better prospects from the 4th
July 2007.
External funds and good monetary inflow
will be possible throughout.
Overall as long as you have a practical view
of events and do not plan for the long term,
this month will be beneficial.
Events to look forward to: Growth in career,
gain of money & external funds, high income, social success.
Events to be cautious about: Ego with
spouse, domestic aggression & unrest, fixed
temperament of spouse, health issues after
16th July 2007. Chances of loss of money,
family issues.
First half of the month will be better than the
second half of the month.
Remedy for Saturn and Mars will be useful
Career for Capricorn: Improvements in career will come after a period of blockage &
resistance after the 4th July 2007. There will
be hurdles and overall slowdown but this
month would be better than the last month. A
somewhat turbulent phase will occur after
the 28th July 2007. You should avoid reacting too much and maintain the status on the
same. Sudden changes in the overall scenario
could come from the 28th July 2007. Avoid
reaction.
If in a business, the period will improve after
4th July 2007 and be better still after the 16th

July 2007.
If in a job, the month will turn out to be quite
favorable. The period till 10th July 2007 would
be unsteady & volatile. Decisions / Changes till
such time should be avoided. Beyond 10th July
2007 improvements / progress overall.
If working as a professional, the month will be
quite positive throughout.
Love / Marriage for Capricorn: Improvement in
love will come after blocks and lack of opportunities over the last two months. The level of
progress in love life will still not be very high
but will be better. There could be varied & unforeseen trends after the 28th July 2007. You
should just play along and not alter the status as
some setbacks could come after the 15th August 2007.
If married, this month will see improvement after the 15th July 2007 but still domestic unrest
and differences of opinion with spouse will remain.
Unmarried people could find opportunities for
marriage this month.
Money matter for Capricorn: Positive period in
money matters due to a feeling of abundance.
However you should ensure that your finances
are secure and there are not unseen leakages. A
slow phase in money matters could commence
from the 15th July 2007. Be cautious.
Income will be good throughout. Inflows from
unconventional sources possible. Gains from
real estate possible.
Investments will improve now but overall prospects will be low still. Certain unsteady trends
could work. Avoid making any commitments
or changes.

ter the 16th July 2007. A pragmatic attitude
will help you overcome.
Events to look forward to: Career progress
after 16th July 2007, expansion in sphere of
work.
Events to be cautious about: Worry / stress,
differences in love / relationship, fixed attitude, resentment towards spouse.

Aquarius by the moon
General for Aquarius: July will offer some
hurdles for Aquarius natives as there would be
an undercurrent of worry which could get
passed on to personal life.
New avenues in career will open up. Success
will be in direct proportion to the level of effort and hard work put in by you.
You should work hard and try to cover as
much area as possible.
Career will remain in an expansion phase although the level of results in terms of gains
will remain lower than your expectation.
It would be a good idea to expand your horizons as much as possible. This phase continues till 7th August, 2007 and so you must
work on these lines.
Worry will remain throughout. It is likely to
be acute till the 10th July 2007 although the
undercurrent will run all month. There could
be worry due to children, investments and relationships.
It is advisable that you keep a low profile and
avoid specific action till 10th July 2007.
If handled patiently you will be able to cross
this phase without hassles.
Certain personal equations like spouse & business associates too could undergo changes af-

Second half of the month will be more favorable than the first half of the month.
Remedy for Mercury & Saturn is useful.
Career for Aquarius: A month of high activity and expansion this month. There will be
growth due to hard work as well as positive
attitude throughout. You will find maximum
success in areas where the level of challenge
is highest. You might not get much gain yet
but that should not deter you from actively
working hard & increasing your horizons.
If in business, this month will see average
results till 15th July 2007. Thereafter pickup
in work would come mostly due to associations & new partnerships
If in a job, there will be progress this month.
A general impression for pickup could come
after 17th July 2007, although opportunities
& equations could change on a global level
after 15th July 2007.
If working as a professional, this month
could see opposition & hurdles to your ideas.
Avoid sudden changes after the 28th July
2007.
Love / Marriage for Aquarius: Love life will
remain turbulent till the 10th July 2007 and
remain somewhat stressed throughout the
month. Difference of opinion & ego clashes
could be the reason. New opportunities, for
the unattached might not come easily.

If married, this month will see a more direct
involvement of spouse but increase in issues
& controversy. Ego & differences of opinion
possible more after the 15th July 2007 and unsteady trends from the 28th July 2007.
Unmarried people could find opportunities for
marriage this month.
Money matter for Aquarius: Money matters
will be better this month as gains from career
will contribute directly to monetary status.
Income will be good although there will be
hurdles which could hold back the level of
gains possible.
Investments will be a cause of worry. There
could be liquidity crunch because of investments too. This issue could be more till the
10th July 2007. Avoid new investments fully.

This is a month when expenses will rise and
your expenses could outstrip income. It
would be useful to rationalize your monetary
outlook.
Speculation & investment of any kind should
be strictly avoided.
A glum / lonely phase in love life could give
way to more vibrant thoughts after the 16th
July 2007.
You will experience progress which will fulfil its complete potential after mid August.
The month overall shifts its energy overall
from latent to specific / active areas. A
higher level of emphasis on career will come
in after the 16th July 2007. It is a time when
you should shift your gears and be more proactive.
Events to look forward to: Gain at home /
cars etc, progress in domestic matters. High
luck overseas travel, increase in career progress.
Events to be cautious about: Ego, extravagance, dip in love life, high overheads &
compromise on principles.

Pisces by the moon
General for Pisces: Average prospects for Pisces natives during July. It is a luck period as
such, although you are in a phase of lateral
thinking and hence major or sensitive issues
are better left alone till August.
It is a lucky phase and hence you should enjoy
the good effects as is.
Period till 10th July 2007 is favorable for purchase of vehicles / property etc. If there are
plans, you should go ahead and implement.

Second half of the month will be more favorable than the first half of the month.
Remedy for Rahu would bring better results.
Career for Pisces: Positive phase in career
will operate. A sudden rise in opportunities
and growth in various avenues will come after the 16th July 2007. Hard work and effort
will lead the growth plans for you. You
should remember efforts will be in direct
proportion to results
If in a business, this month will be beneficial
but you will feel unsteady trends till the 10th
July 2007. Thereafter good results will follow.

If in a job, there will be very good
growth phase prospects after the 15th
July 2007. A major growth will operate
for the next 2 year.
If working as a professional, you will
find excellent long term prospects.
However current period could see
missed opportunities due to harsh
speech or over aggression.
Love / Marriage for Pisces: Improvement in love life by taking a long term
view possible after the 15th July 2007.
Mind will get cleaned of the hangover of
the past. Some distances & differences
of opinion in existing relationship possible after the 4th July 2007,
New relationships might not be possible
this month.
Marital life, if married would be positive
although turbulent till the 10th July
2007. You will find happiness at home
as long as you can hold your speech.
Unmarried people might not get an opportunity for marriage this month.
Money matter for Pisces: An extravagant streak could put a pressure on financial resources, even though there
will be good amount of inflows. Speculation & other investments could cause
losses.
Income will be good. It will pickup in
direct proportion to your efforts after the
15th July 2007.
Investment will be low profile there will
be a marked improvement after at the
15th July 2007. Avoid new investments
this month.
Next issue we shall look at another style
of astrology

Interview

with Jonathan & Rachel Sherwood

O

ur hope for the future of mankind is
that not only will
people live together in a more harmonious
way but also that we all become more aware of our very
delicate existence on this
planet of ours. If our future is
our children then by ignoring
the present conditions we generate we ignore the future of
our own children and if that's
the case then it becomes a
waste of time having children if we do not care and
make necessary changes to make the environment and
future brighter for them. Our children look up to us for
guidance and if we as humans do nothing to save the
planet then why should our own children care and take
notice if we do not. Looking to parents for guidance is
the way we are, and now we see changes occurring
that require even more effort on our own part. All the
money in the world cannot save the planet from massive climate change once that fine line between order
and chaos has been breached!
Religions also need to learn to live side by side instead
of constantly battling with other peoples beliefs. If it is
not your way then ignore it! Both Rachel and I know
that the way forward is one of peace and goodwill but
this will and cannot happen unless all people realise
that there is more to life than just arguing about what
someone else wants to believe. You cannot force
someone else to change they will do that only when
they are ready and constant reminder pressure is not
the way to go. If someone is searching they will find
their own path when the time is right and not before.
We hope for the future and our journey into space will
be a journey of balanced discovery and not one of conflict as we stretch our vision outwards to a more aware
future. If one person makes a change then the rest will
slowly follow all it takes is time. And that is where we
all are now. The only question remains is ‘Do we have
enough time left to make that change!’

The Ankh is considered to be one
of Ancient Egypt's most sacred
symbols, yet still there is so much
speculation as to its true meaning
and origin.
By most the hieroglyphic symbol known today as the Ankh translates to the word ‘life’,
and is also used in other words that are associated with life in a similar way that compound
words are structured in the English language
today, like sunflower for example. Because
the ankh symbol is not easily identified like
that of many others that obviously resemble
the sun or a flower for example, much conjecture and speculation goes on with regard to the
origin of this sign and its true meaning.
The word seems to have a strong association
with eternal life, the afterlife, the sun, and rebirth, as it is used within words with these
meanings such as mirror, as well as combined
with other symbology of close association.
The mirror is interesting as in many esoteric
views the reflection in the mirror is seen as
our true spiritual self, and in ancient Egypt
many mirrors were made in the basic shape of
the ankh similar to that of many mirrors of the
ancient world and classical times around the
world when mirrors were fashioned in a similar shape without the cross bar, just the handle
and the loop. The spelling for the word mirror
is the same as the spelling for the word life, it
is thought that the life of the person is seen in
the mirror. It is interesting that the life seen is

Bronze mirror decorated with
two falcons from Egypt Middle Kingdom (about 20401750 BC) held in the British
Museum.
The form of the ancient
Egyptian mirror changed little from its first known appearance in the Old Kingdom
(about 2613-2160 BC) and
consisted of a polished disc of bronze or copper, attached
to a handle. The reflective surface was interpreted as the
sun disc, because of its shape and shiny qualities.
The handle of the mirror was made of metal, wood or
ivory. The above example has the appearance of being as
plaited. A papyrus stalk, or the figure of Hathor were also
common handles, it could also be surmounted by the head
of Hathor. Hathor was particularly associated with the mirror.
Egyptian Bronze mirror, Dynasty 18 (1539-1292 B.C.).
The artefacts is preserved in the
University of Pennsylvania's
(UPM) Egyptian collection and
provides significant information
on the many facets of the daily
life of the ancient Egyptians.
The material comes from actual
town and settlement excavations
as well as from funerary contexts where objects of daily life
were often deposited for use in
the afterlife.

a reflective opposite to how others see us, just as
when we see our reflection in water, looking back
at us. A sacred insight into who we really are hidden from the view of others. Not even captured in
a photograph as the image is then reversed back
to the same as how others see us.
Some scholars believe the origins of the word
ankh to be associated with the Egyptian sandal strap.
The word the ancient Egyptians
used for that part of
the sandal was the
same as life. The
earliest sandals discovered dated back
to 2000BC, found
in the Fayum district of Cairo, and are now in the British museum,
they were held next to the foot by plaited or
woven thongs between the great and second toes,
then wrapped around the ankles. The shape was
the same as the main structure of the ankh, the
loop and the vertical piece. Later variations of the
sandals basic design were introduced. It is interesting here to mention that the young king Tutankh-amun had many pairs of luxurious sandals
found in his burial tomb, as they would make his
journey to the afterworld more comfortable. His
wife Ankhesenamum also had sandals in her burial tomb, again they were for the journey to the
afterlife as they had not previously been worn
(her actual sandals are an exhibit in the British
Museum). Sandals were also seen as a symbol of
power and as such were only worn on special occasions by those of royalty and in powerful positions.
Another word with the same spelling as that of
life is the Egyptian word for ‘bouquet’. Flowers
were a symbol of life and regeneration and were
offered in large amounts and in large bouquets on
festival days. In a single year over a million
flower offerings were documented at the Great
Temple of Anum at Karnak. It is interesting to
note that we are again looking at the same basic
shape as the ankh with a budding flower or a bouquet of flowers.

The ancient Egyptian musical
instrument known as the sistrum is also associated with the
Ankh or symbol for life mainly
because its basic shape resembled the symbol, and also because it was very much associated with the gods and their
powers, Hathor in particular.
The head of Hathor was often
depicted on the handle. This basic shape was also incorporated
into the pillar design of her
temple in Dendera. Her priestesses were shown in ceremonies with the sistrum as well as
another instrument thought to
be a necklace rattle that was
called the menat. The menat was also constructed
in the same basic shape as the ankh, similar to an
old fashioned keyhole shape. The two were considered sacred instruments associated with life, birth
and rebirth, and the gods.
There are other representations of this basic symbol, the tie emblem on ceremonial clothing has
also been suggested. Again we are talking about
the basic structure of the ankh. It is interesting that
when tracking the origin of the symbol for life one
finds that the cross bar below the loop is not included, one has to question whether this is a later
addition.
The ancient Egyptians believed the Ankh symbol
to have an association with magic, as they wore the
symbol as an amulet within jewellery such as a
ring or a necklace to guard against ill health, indeed they believed the symbol to be truly life empowering. It was no doubt a very sacred symbol as
is shown through the objects that bear its name, resemblance, and association. During the time that
Akhenaten ruled Egypt the ankh symbol was portrayed coming out of hands at the end of extensions of the suns rays, portraying the sun as the
giver of life. The symbol was also shown on temple and tomb art in the hands of the gods and given
to kings and queen through the mouth (thought to
be the breath of life).
(Continued on page 48)

The basic symbol of the
Ankh, that is when the
cross bar is omitted, seems
to have a strong significance in ceremony and
spiritual beliefs, particularity with Hathor, goddess of
birth and rebirth. The Ankh
was also associated with
great and sacred knowledge through its use in the
name House of Life ( per
ankh) , an institution associated with the temples,
somewhat similar to a library or university of
learning and taking care of
ancient texts. The large
collection of books kept in
the houses of life were famous throughout much of
the ancient world and were
thought to cover such subjects as magic, astronomy,
medicine, writing, art, theology, ritual and more. The
houses of life were thought
to be the models on which
the great library of Alexandria was based.
No doubt the deeper meaning of this symbol encompasses life on a total scale,
perhaps the key to life,
who we are, taking us beyond this life, the after life,
the stars, sacred knowledge, perhaps on a grander
universal level. We may
well be looking at a universal symbol with greater
meaning yet to be
unlocked.
Article by
Rachel Sherwood.

Many ancient remedies originated from ancient Egypt as Egyptian
herbalism and other areas of medicine were highly developed for their
time. The ancient Greeks visited Egypt and studied their knowledge and
through this much of it was reproduced through Greek herbals and was
then passed on to medieval Europe and renaissance scholars.
Aloe Vera was recognised for its medicinal value by the ancient Egyptians, and was also used as one of the embalming ingredients. It was an
ancient remedy for worms, soothing chest pains, burns, ulcers, skin disease and allergies, and was also used to relieve headaches.
Aloe Vera is a succulent growing to 40 - 60 cm tall in tropical and subtropical regions, in sunny dry areas. The leaves are cut and the sap is
used fresh, preserved, bottled or dried. Today the gel from the leaf is
widely used, it is applied externally to the skin for burns, sunburn, eczema, skin irritations and wounds. It is also taken internally for digestive tract problems.
The aloe vera plant is renowned for it healing properties. It has antiinflammatory and anti-microbial agents, antioxidant vitamins C, E,
B12, beta-carotene and lignin, a woody substance giving it an excellent
ability to penetrate the skin and tissue. It also contains minerals, as well
as immune system boosting properties.
Article by Rachel Sherwood.
caution: not to be taken internally by pregnant women. Not to be taken in large doses.
The advise of a qualified medical practitioner should always be sought before using
any herbal treatments or remedies. Neither the author or publisher can be held responsible for any specific individuals reaction, harmful effects or claims arising from the
use of data or suggestions in this article.

THE KA-LEI THERAPY
Healing Correspondence
Course
The Ka-Lei Healing Therapy is a telepathic healing technique which has through research proven to
have profound results with healing a variety of ailments. It originates from Ancient Egypt and was
rediscovered by Dr. Jonathan Sherwood. Since it’s early applications in 1984 in New Zealand it has
been very successful in healing ailments such as dyslexia, learning disabilities, colour blindness, arthritis, body imbalances, brain damage, varicose veins, migraines, allergies, spinal problems, eyesight problems, depression, vertigo, broken bones and much more. The Ka-Lei Therapy has also had
profound results in healing animals.
The Ka-Lei Therapy is taught in two stages, the basics first, followed by the Advanced. In this KaLei Basic Healing Certificate Course Dr. Sherwood will guide you through a whole range of subjects
which are listed below, you will be able to apply a range of healing applications capable of eliminating headaches, improving eyesight and hearing, increasing your clients energy levels, applying point
repair, and much more. To read about what others have to say who have completed the course visit
the Healing Clinic on our website at .… http://www.rajon.com/clinic
This course is supplied via Mail and is a complete Audio CD collection & also includes over 40
video clips with Dr Jonathan & Rachel Sherwood taking you through relevant exercises relative to the Ka-Lei healing techniques. There are also relevant worksheets included as well as a
‘How to get started’ instruction sheet! There is also an exam to obtain your certificate. This is a
completely new revamped course.

The Ka-Lei Basic Healing Therapy Correspondence Course - Subjects Covered:
Background & Introduction - Principles of Healing - Patient Analysis - Healing Room Layout
Self Healing - Healing Energies - Accessing the Energy - Tuning in Technique
Working with Energy Points - Energizing Technique - Absent Healing
Managing Stress & Physical Ailments - Levels of consciousness - Body Energy Centres
Therapist/Patient interaction - Development Exercises - Plus memory improvement exercises and
lots more!
Now included the all new Ka-Lei Labour pain free delivery technique!

To order simply use the order form on Page 11, and mail it to us with your payment of $995AUD to:
Rajon Enterprises, P.O. Box 889, Helensvale. Qld. 4212. Australia. Or order through our website at
http://www.rajon.com/shop or email contact@thephoenixcentre.com
Payments accepted by cheque/bank cheque or credit card/paypal through the website
A pack will then be mailed to you. Then you will be required to pass an exam at the conclusion of the course to obtain
your certification. This will allow you to start your own business as a Ka-lei Basic Healing Therapist Valid Worldwide!

Environment Reports……..
Within less than the span of a lifetime, Sydney could resemble a
desert town like Alice Springs, or even the apocalyptic landscape from Cormac McCarthy's new novel, The Road.
Scorched by temperatures five degrees higher than today, lacking drinking water and yet battered by rising seas and ravaged
by bush fires of the ferocity that last month blackened huge areas of Victoria and Tasmania, one of the world's most spectacular cities could be virtually uninhabitable.
So suggests a scientific report on climate change commissioned
by the New South Wales government.
The report, which forecasts a 40 per cent drop in rainfall by
2070, presses hard on the heels of the shock announcement by
Queensland's Premier that from next December state residents stand to drink recycled sewerage. But so
what London recycles 5 times and it still tastes good and you would not know.
Australia - which along with America still refuses to sign the Kyoto protocol - receives a further doomsday warning, with the publication of a UN study by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change. This
predicts that in 30 years the Barrier Reef could well be dead, a victim of rising sea temperatures coupled
with bleaching of the fragile coral.
Much as I'd like to accuse these reports of hysterical misrepresentation, I find I can't. Arriving last week in
Tasmania, I'm able to vouch safe that this normally temperate state is enduring its most savage drought in
living memory.
The fields and vineyards are the colour of the camels I once saw near Ayer's Rock. Snakebites are on the
rise, as copperheads and tiger-snakes creep closer to human habitation in search of water. Last night, coming out to watch a comet that had appeared from nowhere, I scattered ten wallabies cropping the grass. A
year ago, these timid creatures never came near the house.
Then we have the honey bee situation in the USA. Literally dozens
of bee hives are empty and no one knows why. They just vanished
and its never been like this before! And its spreading! If we think
about what ‘Albert Einstein’ once said about the humble bee. ‘If the
honey bee disappears then humanity has 4 years left!’ And that’s due
to the way the plants are pollinated. These little honey bee guys do a
great job or used too. So bit like ‘Hitchhikers guide with the dolphins ‘Thanks for all the fish’ this one is ‘Gee thanks for all the
honey!’
Our planet is dramatically changing and faster than anyone really
thought. Both signs from animals as well as weather changes indicate we are on a rough road ahead and
yet governments constantly argue about their economy. Well boys and girls think about this one! ‘If there
is no planet to live one where is your economy then!’ It will cost each economy more later than now. It’s
time to change the way ministers think about the environment and stop ignoring the inevitable. We have
affected the planets biosphere and its up to us to fix it as it won’t do it calmly on its own.
Present reports are showing that the Greenland ice sheet is melting faster and new research each year
keeps showing an increase and the same problem exists in the South on the Antarctic Peninsula.
Can you handle a 25m sea rise at your present location because it is fast becoming a reality in this lifetime.
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New book by Dr Sherwood
Now available.

New book by Rachel Sherwood on the
Ka-lei healing process.
Now available.
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Http://www.rajon.com/clickbank

Ebook available online at

Http://www.rajon.com/clickbank

Http://www.rajon.com/clickbank

This is a guided tour of an Ancient Path used by the Ancient Priests of
Egypt to Initiate their selected young into the higher teachings of their
secret order.
Each step of your journey will be one of
excitement and challenge as you face personal fears and the opening of your mind
to the greatest secrets of the ancients. Each
temple has its own path and can only be
identified by someone who has studied the
priests mysteries of old.
Here then for your enjoyment is a brief
insight into this remarkable journey that
people can now enjoy.
In our last issue we explored Philae, the
first step in the Initiates Pathway, our next
stop along the Nile is..... KOMOMBO
This is not part of the Initiates Path but is
of interest. How about mummified crocodiles!!!!
This is a guided tour of an Ancient Path
used by the Ancient Priests of Egypt to
Initiate their selected young into the
higher teachings of their secret order. This

Pathway must be carefully timed with the harmonic cycles
of the year in order to obtain the desired results. Therefore
it is imperative that the harmonic cycles should be fully
understood before entering into a pathway journey otherwise if your timing is not correct then the desired response
will not be obtained.
Each step of your journey will be one of excitement and
challenge as you face personal fears and the opening of
your mind to the greatest secrets of the ancients. Each temple has its own path and can only be identified by someone
who has studied the priests mysteries of old. That is why
Dr Sherwood who has studied the ancient mysteries of
Egypt for 30 years, and with his new recent discovery in
Egypt regarding the harmonic calendar ,leads these new
discovery tours to Egypt so that the general public can partake in this exciting journey with the final destination being the ceremony of the Initiate which is held in the Great
Pyramid using harmonic sounds to enhance the individuals
perceptive and precognitive abilities, thus preparing them
for the next shift in human consciousness.
Here then for your enjoyment is part two of a brief insight
into this remarkable journey that people can now enjoy.
Booking tours for the Initiates Path are available now!
TEMPLES OF UPPER AND LOWER EGYPT
THE MYSTICAL PATH - PART TWO

KOMOMBO

Temple of Komombo.
This is a small temple located right along side the Nile.
It is dedicated to crocodiles and their are some mummified
remains on display.
We will not cover this more recent one as we want to take
you to one of the best temples of Egypt.

Only after you have traversed the entire path should
you enter the main center place. Once there you
should stand at the alter and meditate and use sound
meditation to amplify the energy for spiritual
awareness.
These techniques are thousands of years old and
work!
Afterwards you may stroll the grounds and enjoy
the architecture and style of this magnificent temple.

IDFU
Main Idfu Pylons with huge reliefs of Horus.
This is the best complete temple intact that you
will see. However the special reason for my interest in Idfu is because it is dedicated to Horus.
Idfu has an initiation pathway and can only be
identified with care.
When you first face the main port-culis you will
notice that on the Left side the Ankh is held in
the Left hand of Horus, while on the Right side
the Ankh is held in the Right hand. When you
have passed through the main entrance and turn
to face the main entrance from the inside, you
again will find the same feature. As you walk
into the main temple you must find the Ankh
that is held in the left hand. It will be to your
Left as you enter. Do not follow the wall as this
is a false trail. You must search through the pillars by observing the Ankh's on them. This will
eventually lead you to the next chamber. The
degree of difficulty will increase as you pass
deeper into the temple. Once found you must
follow this feature until you arrive at the far end
of the main temple. There are many anti-rooms
on your journey some you will enter and some
you will not. Your goal is the anti-room at the
far end of the temple behind the main alter. This
final anti-room is where the Priests held their
secret initiation rights for higher consciousness
once they had led the initiates through the path.
As you follow this path from beginning to end
you will feel (physically) energy working on
you. Your awareness will improve and many
other aspects will become noticeable. This of
course will vary from person to person.

Remember that your purpose on this journey is to
be initiated into the sacred states of the pyramids of
Giza. Many other people claim to have been initiated but have not. If you wish to find out ask them
about the harmonic cycles and when the next doorway occurs. If they are an initiate they will be able
to respond if not they will not know.

ISNA
This temple as shown in the picture was excavated
from under many feet of silt built up over hundreds
of years. You can see the roman influence in this
temple with it's giant columns and the lotus flowers
crowning some. If you look carefully you will also
see a giant bug on one of the lotus flowers in the
centre section at the top of the pillar. This is not one
of the initiate pathway temples.
Areas of this temple are still buried behind the temple under tons of rubble and buildings overhead.
(Which are cracking due to land subsidence.)
The next and largest is at Karnak and we must explain a few details within the complex. We say
complex because there are many variations built by
a variety of influences incorporated within the Karnak complex.

THE KARNAK COMPLEX
Main entrance with sphinx rows of rams on
either side.
The previous picture shows the main entrance to
Karnak. As you can see there are rows of rams lining the walkway on either side
leading into and through the first pylon. This eventually brings you to the colonnade
a collection of dozens of columns each with a specific purpose.
Karnak is part of the initiation pathway but only one section of this complex is necessary.
Here within the colonnade you must find the column. How do you do this you might
ask. Well each column has different identities. One is yours! Once found sit by it and
meditate for 5 minutes. Then you must exit through the South exit and proceed
across to the four statues across the courtyard. Once through turn left and you will
enter a sacred place. As you pass through a small arch you will have the sacred lake
in front of you. Stand on the pedestal of crystal with the builders on either side facing
the lake. Wait for a further 5 minutes and then walk quietly to the side of the lake.
(In the ancient times the High Priests would use the same passage to cleans the body
and soul of the initiate before they could enter the sacred lake.
2 nd Main colonnade in Karnak.

Central Colonnade. Karnak.
(As with the previous photograph which are different perspective's
of the Colonnade area.)
For your journey the final swim is not necessary. It would obviously
be nice if you could but let us all keep the peace for the time being.)
It is recommended that you drink water that you should be carrying
with you at this point.
After you have sat by the lake for 10 minutes
your journey through the Karnak Initiation is
over so you may then enjoy the remainder of
the Complex for there is much to see.
Inside Colonnade Karnak.
General Information:
This area was once known as Thebes. The origins of the town are
shrouded in the dark. The town began to attract attention during
the Middle Kingdom. Its importance grew after the victory over
the Hyksos. Thebe's golden age came with XVIIIth - XXth dynasty. Afterwards it sank into an irremediable decline.
Temple of Luxor: Construction was started by Amenophis III
(XVIIIth Dynasty); the temple was dedicated to Amon, Mut and
to their son Khonsu. In the reign of Tutankhamon the colonnade
was decorated with carvings.
Ramesses II enlarged the temple considerably.
Another view. Karnak Colonnade.
After passing the pylon, with a seated figure of Ramasses II, on
each side of the entrance, we enter the Court of Ramesses II, with
a small granite chapel of Thutmosis III in the north western corner. Between the columns are standing figures of Amenophis III.
On the south side is a Hypostyle hall with four rows of eight papyrus columns, beyond which is the temple proper.
Karnak: The whole precinct was dedicated to Amun and his family.
You will however find large motifs of Thoth and Isis as well as
Horus scattered in specific areas throughout the temple site. They
are worth searching for. King Tutankhamun and his wife can also
be found in the central area by the main Central temple.
(As is shown in the next photograph.)

Statues of King Tutankhamun and his wife can be found at
Karnak Temple along with many other statues that abound on
the initiation path.
Once inside the colonnade you need to find a pillar that feels
right for you. Once this has been done then the next step is to
make your way through the colonnade to the transition point
from land to water. The rite here was for the initiate to pass
through a section which was built entirely from Silica Quartz
which has the ability to emit a energy that cleans the soul as
well as the physical aura before entering the sacred lake.
The sacred lake. The pillars of truth.
Now in order to follow the correct path look for the statues in
the next photograph.
A treasure trove of ancient statues and reliefs.
Unusual is it not. (This wasn't easy to find)
To the south of Karnak but still in the general area you will
find (with a little searching) the temple of Mut. Inside after
you have done the good deed, you will see a statue (headless)
of Amun-Ra in one chamber and in the other a complete
statue of Sakhmet as in the next photograph.
The next story will depend on what you believe.
The story goes that if you walk around the statue of Sakhmet three times it will bring you luck. If this happens make sure you go in a clockwise direction. The local guides will get you to go anti-clockwise to see
if you know the truth all testing it takes place everywhere in Egypt.. In ancient mysticism the forces of
good spiralled clockwise in a vortex which extended upwards as in the Great Pyramids. The light on the
eyes in the picture is created by a hole in the roof which at a certain time of day shines through directly
onto the eyes of the statue.
Statue of Sakhmet. Temple of Ptah. Karnak.
Before visiting Luxor Temple you should take a friendly diversion from
the routine which is a trip to Hurghada right on the Red Sea. Nowadays
there are plenty of Hotels for the choosing. With many still growing out
of the sand.
The bus trip from Luxor one way will take you approximately 5 hours
depending on the drivers antics. The scenery during the trip is barren as
you will be passing through the Arabian and Eastern Deserts. Still, people live in this barren wasteland.
Your first view of the Red Sea is from the pass as you descend to the
flat land on the seaward side of the Ranges. This is a major transition.

Both the Initiates Path and the Harmonic Calendar were discovered by Dr. Jonathan
Sherwood. Article by Jonathan Sherwood.
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New Zarlen channelling
book now available!

SALES POSITION
AVAILABLE . .
FOR PHOENIX RISING MAGAZINE
Generous commissions
Email: contact@thephoenixcentre.com

Subscribe to
Now available as an ebook online!

This book covers many topics of human
development including how thought works and
how to gain control of it plus memory
techniques and how to model your future.

Paperback due for release 2007!

CLAIRVOYANCY / TAROT

If you would like your own sacred number report .
Just send us your name, birth date and mailing
address along with payment of $50 aud to:
Dr J Sherwood
P O Box 889
Helensvale
Queensland. 4212.
Australia.

Email:
contact@thephoenixcentre.
com

We have electronic gadgets
like pda’s, mp3 players,
dvd players portable, digital cameras, digital video
cameras, playstation consoles, Wii consoles, and
more!
To order or see more items
go to:
Http://www.rajon.com/
shop

Yearly subscription (6 issues)
USD$45 or $53aud Worldwide
USD $35 or $41aud Australia/New Zealand
To subscribe simply send your name, mailing address, &
phone # or email to the details below with your payment:
(cheques payable to: J Sherwood)
P.O. Box 889, Helensvale, Qld, 4212. Australia.
Or subscribe through our website at
http://www.rajon.com/shop/html/subscriptions.html

HEALTH & HEALING
Ka-lei Healing Therapy
Basic Healing Correspondence Course
Learn one of the most amazing healing therapies
available today. Dr. Sherwood will guide you through a
whole range of subjects which are listed below, you will be
able to apply a range of healing applications capable of eliminating headaches, improving eyesight and hearing, increasing
your clients energy levels, applying point repair, and much
more. To read about what others have to say who have completed the course visit the Healing Clinic on our website at:
http://www.rajon.com/clinic
Course Subjects Covered
Background & Introduction - Principles of Healing - Patient
Analysis - Healing Room Layout - Self Healing - Healing
Energies - Accessing the Energy - Tuning in Technique
Working with Energy Points - Energizing Technique Absent Healing - Managing Stress & Physical Ailments Levels of consciousness - Body Energy Centres
Therapist/Patient interaction - Development
Exercises - Plus memory improvement exercises and lots
more!
For more information see our full page advert on page 49 or
go to our website: http://www.rajon.com/shop
Either order online through our website or use the order
form on page 11

Events . . . What’s On . . .

WORKSHOPS . LECTURES . EXPOS
United Kingdom

11th Annual Festival Mind Body Spirit G-Mex centre Manchester 19th – 21st October 2007.
Mind Body Soul Exhibition Olympia Conference Centre 27 - 28 October 2007
Mind Body & Soul Exhibition International Hall 29 - 30 March 2008
Mystic Arts Olympia, London W14 10 - 11 May 2008
Mind Body Spirit Festival Horticultural Halls, Victoria 21 - 26 May 2008

Australia

Conscious Living Expo Showgrounds Exhibition Centre Perth WA. 1 - 4 November 2007
Mind Body Spirit Festival - Sydney 8th – 11th November 2007. Sydney Convention and Exhibition Centre
Mind Body Spirit Festival - Melbourne 23rd – 25th November 2007. Melbourne Exhibition and
Convention Centre
Mind Body Spirit Darling Harbour Sydney 1 - 4 May 2008
Body Mind Psychic Jubilee Pavilion Adelaide 31 May - 1 June 2008
Mind Body Spirit Melbourne Exhibition Centre 6 - 9 June 2008

Ireland

Mind Body Spirit R.D.S. Exhibition Centre Dublin 15 - 17 March 2008?
Dubai UAE
Wellbeing Show Dubai World Trade Centre Mid January 2008

USA

Mind Body Spirit Expo 27 – 29 October 2007. Philadelphia at Philadelphia's Valley Forge Convention Centre.
New Life Expo Hotel New Yorker 29th - 31st March 2008
New Living Expo Concourse Exhibition Center, Brannan & 8th St. San Francisco CA. 25 - 27
April 2008

New Zealand

Holistic Health Fayre – Hamilton 23 – 25 November 2007. Hamilton gardens pavilion.
If you have an event that you would like to have listed here then please send either an email to us
here at contact@thephoenixcentre.com or mail it to
Phoenix Rising magazine P O Box 889. Helensvale B.C. Queensland. 4212. Australia.

TAROT
READINGS
With Dr Jonathan Sherwood

via the Internet

Now available worldwide

The Pyramid tarot layout was designed by Dr Sherwood and is very
comprehensive. Each reading can take from 30 - 60 minutes. This is one type of
reading you can have. Others are Celtic cross, time clock, and Orbit (This is a new
layout Dr Sherwood has just received through a channel session with Zarlen)
It has been said by many that Dr Jonathan Sherwood is the oldest living channel on
the international lecture and workshop circuit having channelled Zarlen now for
over 40 years.
Cost is $35 aud per 30 minutes.
Readings can be done anywhere in the world and you do not have to be present to have a reading.
A recording in windows media format or real audio will be emailed to you that you can keep and listen too over and
over.
You can pay by credit card, paypal or simply mail your details with a cheque or money order to
J. Sherwood, P O Box 889, Helensvale, Queensland. 4212. Australia.
Simply pay for a session and then send an E-mail to us stating how you paid and when, we will get a report of your
purchase sent to us but just wish to make sure who is doing the buying. We also need your full name, gender, as well
as where you live now, location town is all that is required.. Dr Sherwood will then provide a tarot reading which
matches what you purchased.
SO TO ORDER SIMPLY GO TO OUR ONLINE SHOP TO BUY A TIME SLOT! Http://www.rajon.com/shop

Scented Oils of Ancient Egypt
Indulge yourself in the essences of the ancient gods!
Connect with the mystery, magic
and power of Ancient Egypt

through our original
ancient blends of
Egyptian natural flower essence
aromatic oils
Illusions
A special blend that
makes your mind
clear and your
senses real with
clarity and direction.

Mountains of the
Moon
Power and connecting
with the ancient gods
is the sense of this
mystical blend.

Secret of the
Desert
Provides a magical
feel of the desert
and harems and
the mystic of
ancient Egypt.

Secret Mist
Magical and
mysterious it gives
one the sense of
mystery and
excitement

Sacred Temple
This blend gets your
senses to focus on
inner being!

Queen of Egypt
The woman's elixir
of love and
romance.

Merlin
The mystical time of Merlin
and his magical mysteries is
Scent of the Pyramid
the theme of this scented
Time and space and ancient
oil. It invades the senses
knowledge this blend
and you can sense the
makes the mind connect
strength and power of this
with sacred areas
amazing blend. Women
enjoy its aroma.

Secret of the Nile
A secret blend that will
arouse and excite you with
the passion of the east.
Oasis
Mystery of a magical Oasis.
Gives one a sense of space!

All mixes are exclusive to Rajon and are channelled combinations from Zarlen who was a pre Egyptian High Priest. All mixes can
be mailed anywhere in the world and cannot be bought in any shop. All oils are natural flower essence and no alcohol is included
so the scent lasts all day and does not evaporate like normal industrial perfumes.
Why not indulge yourself in the essences of the ancient gods!
25ml bottle: $12.95 aud
50ml bottle: $19.95 aud
+ $10 postage & packaging
To order simply fill in the order form on Page 9 of this magazine and mail it to us with your
payment to: J. Sherwood, P.O. Box 889, Helensvale, Qld, 4212. Australia.
Or order through our website at
http://www.rajon.com/shop or email contact@thephoenixcentre.com
Payments accepted by cheque/bank cheque or credit card/paypal through the website

